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Abstract
Falls among the independently living elderly population are a major
public health worry, leading to injuries, loss of confidence to live inde-
pendently and even to death. Each year, one in three people aged 65
and older falls and one in five of them suffers fatal or non fatal injuries.
Therefore, detecting a fall early and alerting caregivers can potentially
save lives and increase the standard of living. Existing solutions, e.g.
push-button, wearables, cameras, radar, pressure and vibration sen-
sors, have limited public adoption either due to the requirement for
wearing the device at all times or installing specialized and expen-
sive infrastructure. In this thesis, a device-free, low cost indoor fall
detection system using commodity WiFi devices is presented. The
system uses physical layer Channel State Information (CSI) to detect
falls. Commercial WiFi hardware is cheap and ubiquitous and CSI
provides a wealth of information which helps in maintaining good fall
detection accuracy even in challenging environments. The goals of the
research in this thesis are the design, implementation and experimen-
tation of a device-free fall detection system using CSI extracted from
commercial WiFi devices. To achieve these objectives, the following
contributions are made herein. A novel time domain human presence
detection scheme is developed as a precursor to detecting falls. As the
next contribution, a novel fall detection system is designed and devel-
oped. Finally, two main enhancements to the fall detection system are
proposed to improve the resilience to changes in operating environ-
ment. Experiments were performed to validate system performance in
diverse environments. It can be argued that through collection of real
world CSI traces, understanding the behavior of CSI during human
motion, the development of a signal processing tool-set to facilitate
the recognition of falls and validation of the system using real world
experiments significantly advances the state of the art by providing a
more robust fall detection scheme.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
The share of people over 65 years among the world population is on a steady rise
due to increases in human life expectancy. The size of the population of this age
group will be close to a quarter of the 20-64 age group by the year 2040 [4]. Each
year, about one third of people from this age group are vulnerable to falls and
about one out of five people who suffer falls are exposed to head injuries, broken
bones in wrists, arms, ankles and hip fractures [5; 6]. Many of those who are not
injured, are unable to get up on their own after a fall. This can result in them
developing a fear of falling, loss of confidence to live independently, low physical
activities, low social contacts, depression resulting in low quality of life and even
death [7]. Falls are the leading cause of both fatal and nonfatal injuries for the
elderly [8]. Therefore, a system that can automatically detect a fall and inform
caregivers or relatives within a short time can be an important health care tool.
A reliable fall detection system is helpful to the elderly community in two ways:
it reduces the time those who have fallen remain lying on the floor and reduces
the fear of falling [7].
A fall detection system typically consists of a detection sensor to detect the
fall event and a central unit to alert the caregivers. The sensor and the central
unit are connected through a wireless medium and alerting from the base unit
is typically done through a landline connection or a cellular service. Existing
fall detection sensors can be classified as wearable or ambient sensors [9; 10;
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11]. Wearable sensors are either push-button or automatic fall detectors such
as accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors, RFID, and smart phones. A
wide range of push button fall detectors, accelerometers, gyroscopes and pressure
sensors are currently commercially available1. Unlike automatic detectors, push-
button systems require the person to be conscious, able and willing to press the
button after the fall. Automatic fall detectors measure either human posture or
motion related characteristics, such as velocity and movement direction, to infer
a fall from a detected event. However, the requirement of always wearing such a
sensor may not be followed by elderly people due to forgetfulness or carelessness.
For these reasons, research on ambient fall detection systems is currently gaining
popularity.
Ambient sensing systems are also called device-free systems because the per-
son being monitored is free from any wearable devices. This sensing technology
includes computer vision, microphone arrays, pressure sensors, vibration sensors
and RF sensing (WiFi, low power wireless networks and Doppler radar). Com-
puter vision based fall detection approaches are accurate, yet limited in range,
fail in darkness and smoke, and can affect occupant privacy [12; 13]. Ambient
sensors such as pressure sensors, microphone arrays and vibration sensors can
succumb to external sources of pressure, sound or vibrations and can cause false
alarms [9; 14; 15]. Especially, vibration sensors have a low range and require
a dense deployment for successful deployment [16]. RF sensing is quite a new
field compared to the rest. WiFi and Doppler radars are more accurate than
low power wireless networks because of the amount of information provided, e.g.
high granularity in the signal, Doppler effect and larger bandwidth. Fall detection
solutions based on commercial WiFi hardware are much cheaper than Doppler
radar, they are ubiquitous and WiFi Channel State Information (CSI) accessed
through commercial WiFi chipsets provide comparable features to radar signals
while maintaining good accuracy even in large areas. Additionally, such systems
can serve a dual purpose by adapting existing WiFi equipment deployed for wire-
less data communication as a sensing tool to analyze the changes in the radio
field to detect human motion. Therefore, this work uses WiFi as the sensing
technology for fall detection.
1Apple Watch 4, Philips Lifeline, Medical Guardian and MobileHelp
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1.2 Objectives of the Research
The objective of the research presented in this thesis can be summarized as the
design, implementation, experimentation and evaluation of a device-free fall de-
tection architecture using commercial WiFi infrastructure understanding how
channel state information is affected by human motion. In particular, the thesis
addresses the following key components in the whole system development ap-
proach:
• Understand how CSI is affected during human motion and falls through
experimentation and mathematical models.
• Develop a CSI signal processing tool chain to facilitate the efficient detection
of falls utilizing an understanding of CSI behavior.
• Perform experiments to validate system performance using commercial WiFi
infrastructure.
The research therefore approaches the problem of fall detection by understanding,
developing and integrating these key components to put in place the whole system
solution.
1.3 Approach
The approach is divided into three steps. As the first step, detecting binary oc-
cupancy in the observation environment is performed. To detect the occupancy,
first, the effect of human motion on the variation of individual CSI subcarrier
amplitudes is studied using experiments. Then it is analyzed how the human
motion affects the correlations among different subcarriers. Finally, considering
the correlations among the subcarriers, a nonlinear approach to detect human
presence using CSI provided by off-the-shelf WiFi chipsets is developed. The cor-
relations among subcarriers are exploited by introducing non-linear dimensional-
ity reduction techniques and the human presence is detected with just two WiFi
transceivers in the monitoring environment. Similar to existing CSI based human
presence detection schemes, this work performs threshold-based detection using
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eigendecomposition. Unlike previous work that uses linear techniques for this, the
presented solution is derived through exploiting correlations among subcarriers
using a nonlinear method. The system was implemented using commercial WiFi
devices and experiments were performed in real world environments.
The next step is the design and development of FallDeFi, a fall detection sys-
tem. FallDeFi provides a novel methodology for time-frequency analysis of CSI for
WiFi fall detection including CSI preprocessing techniques. FallDeFi introduces
a novel CSI noise filtering and dimensionality reduction approach which helps to
construct a spectrogram from CSI amplitude. Novel features are extracted from
the spectrogram to detect falls and a feature selection procedure is used to select
the features that are resilient to environment changes. A time-frequency based
pre-screener is developed for event detection to identify the sections in the spectro-
gram that are induced by human activities. Performance of the proposed system
is evaluated with real world experiments using commodity hardware. The perfor-
mance is evaluated through experiments using human subjects in four different
environments, having different link characteristics (LoS, none LoS, through-wall)
and up to two persons using the data collected from commodity WiFi devices.
Finally a comparison with two state of the art fall detection systems is performed.
In the final step, FreeFall, the noise filtering and dimensionality reduction
steps of FallDeFi are further improved. A combination of in-band noise filter-
ing and a novel principal component selection algorithm removes the artifacts
in low frequencies caused by multipath propagation, line of sight attenuation
and other interference terms due to signal processing. This helps to obtain pre-
cise human velocity profiles from the spectrogram. FreeFall further introduces a
time/frequency domain activity segmentation approach to improve fall detection
accuracy using human velocity profiles. Finally, extensive experiments are con-
ducted to analyze the impact on fall detection from falling position, distance of
the link and room size. The performance of FreeFall is compared with FallDeFi,





The thesis is organized as follows.
• In Chapter 2 a review of the state of the art is provided. The chapter di-
vides human context into three dimensions as space, time and occupants
and provides an overview on available state of the art schemes. The gran-
ularity of the occupants dimension is further divided as human presence,
head count, tracks, activity and identity. The state of the art on fall de-
tection and activity recognition are stated under the same section as they
are closely related. The chapter examines both wearable and ambient fall
detection methods. Wearable press button fall detectors and wearable ac-
celerometers are currently identified as the most reliable and consequently,
they are in commercial production. WiFi fall detection is identified as a
new and emerging field which is closely rivaled by established technologies
like radar fall detection.
• Chapter 3 provides background theory on topics related to WiFi, Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and CSI. This chapter further
expands on the topic of CSI including what CSI is and how it can be ac-
cessed. As CSI cannot be accessed from all commercial chipsets for human
activity sensing purposes, this chapter further elaborates the requirements
that must be met by commercial chipsets in order to access CSI. This
chapter also provides a mathematical model characterizing the behavior of
CSI subcarriers when the monitoring area is both free and occupied. This
model provides further insights on how CSI is affected by humans.
• Chapter 4 presents the human presence detection system mentioned as the
first main contribution of this thesis in Section 7.2. First, the effect of hu-
man motion on individual CSI subcarrier amplitudes is analyzed using an
experiment. Then the effect of human motion among different CSI sub-
carrier amplitudes, especially, the linear and nonlinear correlations among
the subcarriers is studied. Then, considering these relationships among
the subcarriers, a nonlinear approach to detect human presence using CSI
provided by off-the-shelf WiFi chipsets is provided. These correlations are
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exploited by introducing non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques.
Human presence is detected with just two WiFi transceivers in the moni-
toring environment.
• Chapter 5 introduces the next major contribution of this thesis, FallDeFi,
the fall detection system comprising of commodity WiFi devices. This
system provides a novel methodology for time-frequency analysis of CSI for
WiFi fall detection including CSI preprocessing techniques. A pre-screener
for fall like events is developed using time/frequency data. Using these
techniques, a high performance is obtained compared to the state of the
art. Through effective feature extraction and feature selection in time-
frequency domains, falls are detected and classified with low dependence on
the training environment.
• Chapter 6 presents the final contribution of this thesis FreeFall, a fall detec-
tion system enhancing FallDeFi. In FreeFall, the noise filtering and dimen-
sionality reduction steps of FallDeFi are further improved. FreeFall further
introduces a time/frequency domain activity segmentation approach to im-
prove fall detection accuracy. Finally, extensive experiments are conducted
to analyze the impact of fall position, range from the link and room size on
fall detection accuracy.
• Finally, in Chapter 7, the current state of the system is discussed as to how




This literature review retains the decomposition of human context proposed by
Melfi et al. [1] into three different dimensions of ‘time’, ‘space’ and ‘occupants ’.
This decomposition is further illustrated in Figure 2.1. Granularity in space
can span the whole building, each floor, each room or even a small area in the
room. Granularity in time can be either oﬄine, hours, minutes or real-time.
Granularity in the occupants dimension, which is synonymous to human context
recognition, is the most significant information provided by device-free systems.
It can be further decomposed as presence, head count, tracks, activity and identity
in increasing order of revealed context or intelligence about the individual. The
time and space dimensions are quite trivial; if a system is capable of providing
occupants information in space in real-time then it is also capable of providing
the occupants information of rooms, floors or buildings either in real-time or with
a reduced time granularity depending on the system’s capabilities.
2.1 Human Context Inference
As there is a plethora of different technologies to infer the occupants dimension,
this chapter only considers the most relevant and significant work to this thesis.
Therefore, the state of the art CSI based device-free approaches inferring the
occupants dimension, i.e., presence detection, head count, tracks, and identity, are
presented here. Activity recognition is discussed in depth considering multiple
related technologies and fall detection is discussed in conjunction with activity
7






























Figure 2.1: Resolution of human context in multiple dimensions proposed in this
work. This is a refinement of the occupancy resolutions by Melfi et al. [1]
.
recognition as the signal processing steps in both applications are closely related.
2.1.1 Human Presence
Information whether a space is occupied or not is the most primitive form of
intelligence provided by device-free systems. However, occupant presence is a
precursor to other forms of human context such as head count, tracks, activity
and identity. Initially, CSI based solutions were just confined to human motion
detection [17; 18; 19]. These systems sense humans through CSI amplitude/phase
fluctuations in multiple subcarriers, and these fluctuations caused by humans de-
pend on their motion. In human motion detection using CSI, a distance measure
between a CSI fingerprint during human motion and the unoccupied room char-
acterizes human availability. Pilot [20] measured the cross-correlation as the
distance measure, and [21] extended it to an adaptive method depending on
the environment. In [22] Grey relational analysis was used to measure distance.
Omni-PHD [19; 23] used a statistical approach and the fingerprint is a histogram
of CSI amplitudes where Earth Mover’s distance [24] measures the distance be-
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tween unoccupied and occupied histograms. The intuition in these methods is
that the affected multi-paths in the wireless channel due to human motion would
create enough perturbations in CSI subcarriers to reduce the similarity between
unoccupied and occupied fingerprints. The fingerprint obtained is unique to each
environment because the multipath characteristics are unique. The fluctuations
caused by humans in subcarriers are overlayed in the environment dependent
fingerprint and slight changes in the environment require retraining the systems.
Threshold-based approaches reduce the reliance on the environment compo-
nent by exploiting the correlated fluctuations in subcarriers due to human motion
and use a measure of variance to distinguish an unoccupied room from the oc-
cupied. Threshold-based approaches exploit the high linear temporal correlation
among CSI amplitudes for an unoccupied room. They distinguish the occupied
room assuming a loss of correlation in CSI due to temporal amplitude variations.
These techniques perform eigendecomposition on the CSI covariance matrix for
two reasons, to reduce the number of dimensions and noise in CSI, and to sep-
arate the unoccupied room from the occupied with the intuition that eigenvalue
variation indicates motion. Note that an eigenvalue of a covariance matrix is a
measure of variance and variance in a signal is an indication of human motion.
FIMD [17] first leveraged the correlation among subcarrier amplitudes to de-
tect human motion. The authors used first and second eigenvalues to separate
the unoccupied room from the occupied using a threshold. They assumed a
high linear correlation among subcarriers in the static environment and a low
correlation during motion. Using an eigendecomposition of the correlation ma-
trix of CSI, dimensions were reduced and the empty environment was separated
from motion. PADS [18] and DeMan [25] extended motion detection to use the
phase and amplitude of CSI by assuming linear correlation among subcarriers.
They used the first eigenvalue of both amplitude and phase and determined the
threshold of unoccupied and occupied scenarios in these two cases by a support
vector machine classifier. Although these methods used the first eigenvalue in
the detection method, the method later proved to be unreliable due to burst
noise [26]. This can reduce the detection accuracy, especially when humans are
static. Nonetheless, these schemes focused mainly on detecting a moving person.
Research has recently branched out to stationary person detection from breath-
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ing or heartbeat detection [25; 27; 28; 29; 30] or extraction of multiple features
from angle of arrival information to distinguish unoccupied environments from
occupied [31]. In DeMan [25], a static occupant was detected through their
breathing. The method uses the power spectral density of subcarrier amplitudes
and isolates frequency components that are related to breathing motion. How-
ever, this approach is constrained by the detection range due to transmit power
limitations.
Summarizing this section, in general, fingerprinting methods provide good
accuracies in cluttered environments, however they are more prone to errors due
to changes in the environment that can occur in the real world scenarios and
accuracies are sensitive to transmitter receiver positions and the positions of
antennas. Thresholding schemes assume that CSI subcarriers are correlated in
the empty environment. They also assumed a loss of correlation with human
presence. Reduction of CSI dimensions was only performed using linear methods
such as eigendecomposition of the CSI correlation matrix. When the human is
mostly static, these approaches can have low detection effectiveness. The research
introduced in this thesis focuses in a different direction. This thesis explores the
effectiveness of nonlinear dimensionality reduction based thresholding approaches
for human presence detection.
2.1.1.1 Head Count
Head count is the number of people present in a room or a zone. Therefore, it
is essentially a direct extension of human presence detection. Existing solutions
capture head counts from fluctuations in the radio signals with the assumption
that the fluctuation is proportional to the number of people present [32; 33; 34].
However, this assumption may not hold in real world situations where stationary
humans in large spaces can cause high inaccuracies. Therefore, these solutions
are mostly confined to smaller spaces, e.g. 4.5 m × 6.5 m [34] and have specific
human motion models that emulate a certain motion pattern to cause sustained
perturbations in CSI which significantly diminishes the real world applicability.
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2.1.2 Tracks
Tracks, commonly known as localization, refers to the trace of where people are
at present and where they were before their current position. The important fact
is that the subjects are not wearing any wireless device. Therefore, presence and
head counts are precursors to tracking. However, tracking can be ambiguous as
described by Teixeira et al. [35]. For instance, the track of people leaving the
system (e.g. leaving the building) then re-entering the system (e.g. entering the
building again, for instance the next day) would not have a track over multiple
days if identified only with a temporary and anonymous ID. Therefore, successful
tracking require human identities to connect the historical movements with the
current.
Tracking using wireless networks can be categorized as RF Tomography, Radio
Grids, RF Fingerprinting and RF Backscatter. RF Tomography [36; 37; 38; 39]
estimates changes in the propagation field based on the mean attenuation or the
shadowing in radio links caused by objects. To compute the attenuation during
localization, an oﬄine training phase that is free from humans is a prerequisite.
Subsequently, a linearized shadowing model constructs an image of this field [36]
or directly provides the object coordinates using particle filters [38]. In essence,
RF Tomography shows promise in positioning and tracking of multiple persons
(up to 4), in both LoS and non-LoS. It also achieves a low error in the sub-
meter range using commercial devices. However, it may be impractical for some
applications due to the requirement of high sensor densities in small areas. Fur-
thermore, as the tracked object needs to be surrounded by the transceivers at a
height of 1 m above the ground to obtain the object’s attenuation image, this
sets constraints on transceiver placement.
The distinguishing feature about Radio Grids [40; 41; 42] compared to other
approaches is that radio grids utilize models to characterize signal strength fluctu-
ations in multiple links to detect an object’s presence and localize it in the target
area. Transceivers are merely arranged in grids to extend the target area. These
methods largely rely upon a training phase to calibrate the model parameters such
as node positions and signal strengths of the links for the unoccupied environ-
ment and an online phase to perform the actual localization. Among these works,
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LiFS [43] stands out due to the fact that it models subcarrier amplitude variation
when the link experiences LoS shadowing by a human as well as fading caused
by non-LoS movement. LiFS addresses this by dividing the space surrounding
the link into three zones: LoS, non LoS and inside First Fresnel Zone (FFZ) and
outside of FFZ and builds three analytical models for the respective zones. This
approach is able to locate a human without oﬄine training with 0.5 m median
error in LoS and 1.1 m non-LoS. Apart from signal strength information used in
the above work, angle of arrival can also be extracted from CSI. Due to different
Time of Flight (ToF) of different signal paths, incoming signals encounter varied
phases in different antennas as well as among subcarriers of the same antenna.
MaTrack [44] exploits this fact to derive the Angle of Arrival (AoA) information
using a modified MUltiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [45] algorithm on each
receiver and thereby, uses triangulation to locate a human. The MUSIC algo-
rithm is widely used to estimate the AoA from received signals using multiple
antennas. As MaTrack leverages the in-coherency of the reflected path from the
human compared to the direct path, it does not require offine training to locate
the human and achieves 0.6 m median location error in a 70 m2 uncluttered area.
However, when the person is static, it experiences lower detection rates due to
low incoherency of reflected paths.
Tracking by fingerprinting uses the same principle as used in presence detec-
tion with an increased complexity which is requiring distinguishability of human
locations. A radio map must be initially constructed oﬄine by placing a per-
son at predetermined positions in the area of interest. During the on-line phase,
collected CSI values are compared with the fingerprint database, and the corre-
sponding position is inferred. As an example, Pilot [20] used cross correlation
as the distance measure to detect occupant. Once an occupant is detected, it
uses kernel density based maximum a-priori estimation algorithm to estimate
the occupant position taking raw CSI values as fingerprints.
Backscattering, the reflection of signals back to where they originated has sim-
ilarities to the flashing effect in photography or weather radars. It has recently
been deployed for human motion tracking as well in which the wireless transmit-
ter acts as the light source. WiDeo [46] extended backscatter measuring to WiFi
devices. In WiDeo, wireless transmissions of the WiFi Access Point (AP) is the
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equivalent of light source and the reflection of this back at the AP (backscatter
sensor) is equivalent to the motion tracing camera. The backscatter sensor dis-
tinguishes objects using three features of the reflected RF signal: amplitude, ToF
and AoA. The authors built a prototype based on this principle. WiDeo consists
of Software Defined Radio (SDR) mimicking the functionality of WiFi APs hav-
ing a bandwidth of 20 MHz at 2.4 GHz. Each AP is attached to four antennas
enabling Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) capabilities which helps with
ToF and AoA computations. The authors mention that this system can trace up
to five human motions concurrently with a mean error of 12 cm. The impressive
fact in this work is the low error achieved in a relatively lower bandwidth scenario
compared to other fine grained motion tracking schemes. However, the initial cost
for prototype development is $1000-2000. The cost of an SDR primarily depends
on its bandwidth, and the bandwidth is related to the overall accuracy.
A concern in common with all technologies that rely on multiple transceivers
is the deployment overhead in terms of time and labor effort. This becomes
even more complicated in Fingerprinting approaches. In respect to the initial
transceiver deployment, RF Tomography and Radio Grids using low power wire-
less nodes require the most sensing devices, 30-40 for a 70 m2 area, to obtain
good accuracy (accuracy ≤ 1 m). RF Fingerprinting and Radio Grids with WiFi
devices require fewer sensors, in the range of 5-20 for a similar area depending on
the type of radios being used. Hence, deploying such a high density of transceivers
in multiple rooms will be demanding in terms of labor and cost. If these devices
are battery-powered, maintenance and energy requirements will be additional is-
sues in the long run. Another complication with the deployment of hundreds of
transceivers and computation required for processing the data in buildings will
be the effect on overall energy consumption of the building. It may turn out for
example that the energy savings achievable through the use of occupant detection
based climate and energy control may in fact be canceled out by the increased




Activity refers to what the occupants are engaged in. A type of activity that
current systems recognize can range from full body movements such as walking,
sitting down, sleeping, standing up and falling as well as activities involving parts
of the body such as hand gestures, head movements and mouth gestures etc.
Therefore, fall detection is a sub-domain of activity recognition where the system
is optimized to distinguish a fall from other Activity of Daily Living (ADL).
In Section 2.2 the state of the art of activity recognition and fall detection is
discussed in detail.
2.1.4 Identity
Identity verification refers to the process of linking a person with a predefined
identity, which can be useful for several applications, such as privacy, security and
context-aware services. Systems recognizing human identity can be divided into
three categories based on user inputs, what the user carries and user behavioral
patterns [47]. The first type refers to the private information of a user such as
passwords, pin numbers or patterns. The second type refers to either biometrics of
the user or Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) or magnetic cards carried by
them. The third type refers to identifying a person from that person’s behavioral
patterns. Identity verification using WiFi CSI belongs to the third category. As
an example [48] identifies a person from the walking patterns of that person. In
this regard this is similar to activity recognition with added complexity where the
system has to first recognize the activity and then identify the patterns unique
to that person.
2.2 Fall Detection
Existing fall detection sensors can be classified as either wearable or device-free
(ambient). Wearable sensors are either push-button or automatic fall detectors.
In the following sections these two types of fall detecting sensors are discussed.
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2.2.1 Wearable Fall Detectors
Push button fall detection is currently the mainstream commercial fall detection
approach. Detectors can be mounted on walls or worn either as pendants around
the neck or on wrists [9; 49]. However, unlike automatic fall detectors, if the
holder is unconscious, confused or cognitively impaired after the fall, alerting the
caregivers becomes a problem.
Automatic fall detectors measure either the human posture or motion related
characteristics (velocity, movement direction) to infer a fall from a detected event.
Among these approaches, the main technologies are accelerometers [50; 51; 52; 53],
inertial sensors [54; 55], barometric pressure sensors and a combination of those
technologies [56; 57] and smart phones [58; 59; 60]. Accelerometers, gyroscopes
and barometric pressure sensors are at the stage of commercial production and it
can be noticed that Apple Watch 4 [61], Philips Lifeline, Medical Guardian and
MobileHelp are some of the leading automatic fall detectors [62]. The most com-
mon approaches used for fall detection using accelerometers and gyroscopes, espe-
cially, are detection of impact with the ground and/or detection of the change in
body orientation with respect to a horizontal position. As an example [63] demon-
strated that fusing acceleration magnitude, sensor velocity, and body posture fea-
tures from accelerometers, fall detection accuracy can be further improved. Some
algorithms may also detect an inactivity period following the fall, with or with-
out an attempt to recover after the fall [64; 65] this feature helps in reducing the
number of false positives which is the main drawback in automatic fall detection
systems.
Recently, fall detectors based on smartphones have also gained popularity
because smartphones contain multiple sensors, e.g. accelerometers, gyroscopes,
magnetometers and Global Positioning System (GPS), and the computational
power of smartphones continues to increase. Research shows that a combina-
tion of multiple sensors produce the most accurate fall detection. As examples,
accelerometer barometer pairs [56] report an accuracy improvement of 11.6%
and accelerometer gyroscope pairs [63] report an accuracy improvement of 2.6%
compared to the results of using accelerometers alone.
Misclassification of ADLs as falls is a major concern in automatic fall detection
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systems. To counter this, some systems offer the option of a feedback system
in the form of push button [66] or audio validation [64]. Water resistance of a
wearable device is a critical requirement as one third of domestic fall injuries occur
in wet conditions [67]. Additionally, the communication range of the fall detection
sensor from the central unit and the battery life of the wearable device and central
unit are other critical requirements. Some systems also include GPS tracking
systems to track the locations in case the subjects move frequently outside the
base unit’s range. However, the requirement that all wearable sensors must be
always attached to the human body may not always be followed by the elderly
people due to forgetfulness or carelessness. As an example, one study reports that
of people over 90 years that own a push button system, 80% do not press the
button, simply because they were not wearing the device when the fall occurred
[68; 69]. For this reason, research on ambient fall detection systems is gaining
popularity.
2.2.2 Device-free Fall Detectors
Device-free fall detectors, i.e., ambient fall detectors include computer vision,
passive infrared sensors, wireless technologies. Computer vision based fall detec-
tion approaches have high accuracy [9]. However, they have drawbacks especially
in regard to wall penetration, darkness and smoke, and have issues with possi-
ble privacy violations. Ambient sensing approaches generally include microphone
arrays, air pressure sensors and vibration sensors. These approaches measure
changes in the respective sensing environment to detect events and then infer
falls from the detected events. However, external sources of pressure, sound or
vibrations from the environment can cause false alarms in these systems. Unlike
wearable sensors that can be used both indoors and outdoors, ambient sensors
work mainly indoors because the infrastructure has to be setup in the building
beforehand and they have a limited range. Among the elderly who live indepen-
dently, about half of the falls occur inside their own premises [70], which indicates
the need for reliable indoor fall detection systems.
Wireless technologies include Doppler radars, wireless communication signal
descriptors such as CSI and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) from WiFi
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signals, and RSSI from wireless sensor networks. Radars can be accurate, yet they
are expensive and have a short range. These two limitations inhibit the deploy-
ment of radars in real world applications such as domestic environments. RSSI
offered by both WiFi and low power wireless devices are not a good descriptor
for fall detection because of low granularity [71]. This is further elaborated in
Section 3.2. WiFi CSI based fall detection approaches are quite new compared to
the rest of the fall detection sensors, however, they have great potential because
the hardware is cheap and ubiquitous and can capture the characteristics similar
to radars with good accuracy.
2.2.2.1 Radar-based Activity Recognition and Fall Detection
These approaches detect falls from the shifts in the radar frequencies caused
by backscatter due to human motion which is also called the Doppler effect.
Radar fall detection has the advantages of privacy preservation, insensitivity to
lighting conditions, capability to distinguish motions of animate and inanimate
objects like fans and pendulums, and also perform detection, classification, and
localization of humans in the target area [12]. Additionally, radars can be used
to detect physiological parameters such as heartbeat and respiration of a fallen
person [72]. Radars operate in bandwidths in the GHz range using specially built
hardware which allows for high time and amplitude resolutions.
A radar fall detection system in its basic form consists of a raw Doppler data
collection stage, transformation to a suitable representation such as time domain
or time-frequency (e.g. spectrogram), event detection to identify the start and
end of an ADL, feature extraction from the ADL and finally classifying the ADL
as fall or non-fall. There are three kinds of information provided by radars that
can be used to detect falls: Doppler signature, range information and phase and
velocity information. Especially, the time frequency signal representation of the
Doppler signature is quite similar to time-frequency signal representation of WiFi
CSI, therefore, this thesis is inspired by the subsequent signal processing steps
used to classify falls from time-frequency signals in radars. Below, alternative
solutions for each signal processing step of the Doppler signature in the literature
are discussed.
Doppler frequency signatures are analyzed in the time-frequency domain be-
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cause human activities captured by radar are non-stationary. Time-frequency
representation can capture both frequency content of a fall and location of that
frequency content in time. To represent a fall in time-frequency domain, various
techniques exist, these can be classified as either linear or quadratic. Short time
Fourier transform (STFT) and Wavelet Transform (WT) are the most commonly
used linear time-frequency distributions in fall detection. According to the un-
certainty principle [73], the time and frequency resolutions of a spectrogram are
inversely proportional. Therefore, choosing the optimum STFT window length
for the given data has a tradeoff between frequency and time resolutions. WT
mitigates this by having high time resolutions in high frequencies and high fre-
quency resolutions in low frequencies. Quadratic representation in detecting falls
include Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [74] inspired from sound
signal processing, Wigner Ville Distribution (WVD) [75] and Extended Modified
B-Distribution (EMBD) [12]. Quadratic time-frequency techniques provide high
resolutions, however they can distort the signal due to cross terms. Therefore,
they are helpful in visualizing specific signals. As an example, WVD is optimum
for linear frequency modulated signals and gives a biased estimate for nonlinear
frequency modulated signals [76]. However, recent research comparing features
obtained from STFT, WT and MFCC suggest that STFT features perform the
best in distinguishing falls [77].
Prior to classifying falls, a fall detection system isolates the beginning and
end of an ADL using an event detection scheme. In radar fall detection, the
event detection scheme is typically a Power Burst Curve (PBC) [74; 77; 78]. The
PBC simply sums the energy between a predefined frequency interval (fh and fl)
in the spectrogram at time instant t and if the summation exceeds a predefined
threshold, this can be considered as an event. The frequency interval fh and fl is
determined from frequencies that are most common to falls and related activities.
As the Doppler frequency shift depends on the operating frequency of the radar,
fh and fl also depend on this.
The features extracted from radar signal processing include body velocity and
acceleration related features of the spectrogram [79]. The commonly captured
velocities are torso and limb velocities as torso and limb motions create unique
Doppler frequencies that are time varying and together they characterize human
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activities. Methods to extract these velocities include percentile method, corre-
lation method and repetition frequency method [79]. Van Dorp and Groen [79]
further mention that the correlation method gives the best leg features and the
percentile method gives the best torso features. Additionally, the time span of an
ADL and the extreme frequency of a fall are other commonly extracted features.
For the classification of falls, binary classification is typically used. The classi-
fication tools can be either generative, discriminative or a hybrid of those [13]. As
generative classifiers like hidden Markov models can model sequential data, they
are popular classification methods in activity recognition. Discriminative models
like support vector machines and random forest are efficient at classifying high
dimensional data and hybrid models such as Fischer kernels tend to overcome the
drawbacks of both types [13].
Apart from Doppler signatures, radars can extract range information of occu-
pants. The idea is that when a person is standing, the signals reflected off that
person come from a different distance than while sitting or when a fall occurs.
Therefore, the range information changes depending on the person’s posture. This
idea is exploited by [80] and the authors demonstrate that through the range in-
formation extracted from and ultrawideband radar, falls can be distinguished
even from fast sitting down which is a typical situation where Doppler radars
traditionally fail. However, range information alone can provide false positives,
as an example when falling from a lower height, the range information could be
similar to sitting down. Therefore, fusion of both Doppler signature and range
information from these two types of radars can mitigate the limitations of both.
The phase information contained in the complex high resolution range profile
of ultrawideband radars can be used to derive the motion characteristics of a
human, including the instantaneous velocity and acceleration. Wang et al. [81]
used a Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave radar to extract the range, velocity
and acceleration features and argue that these features can be used to detect falls.
The main advantages of radars can be summarized as large bandwidth pro-
viding high resolution Doppler signatures and providing features such as range,
velocity and acceleration of a falling human. The development of highly cus-
tomized radar front ends and system on chip solutions require expert knowledge.
Therefore, these benefits come at the expense of hardware cost. Coupled with
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range limitations, hardware costs restrict the deployment of radars to detect el-
derly falls in real world situations.
2.2.2.2 RSSI-based Activity Recognition and Fall Detection
It must be noted that not many systems have been developed using RSSI for
human activity recognition or fall detection. The main reason being the coarse
granularity of RSSI which in turn impacts the accuracy of the activity recognition
scheme. RSSI based fall detection approaches can be either model-based [69; 82;
83] or pattern-based [84].
As an example for model-based fall detection, Mager et al. [69] use radio
tomographic imaging deploying IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios. The radios are
positioned at two different heights along the boundary of the room. Human pose
(stand, sit) is estimated using a hidden Markov model and falls are detected from
the time difference in shadowing of the two link levels during the change of the
body pose. Kianoush et al. [83] estimates human falls and locations having a
grid of IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios and video cameras on the ceiling. They
consider radio links as supplementary to video cameras because changing of the
ambient lighting may cause wrong decisions from the cameras. They detect falls
by modeling RSSI shifts in radio links due to human activities using a hidden
Markov model where hidden states model the temporal sequence of RSSI shifts
and state transition probabilities account for time warping effects. Location from
radio links is estimated by first building a database of the mean and variance of
RSSI for each link for different positions of the target and applying maximum
a-posteriori estimation for localization. Finally, an extended Kalman filter is
applied to fuse location estimates of the cameras and radio links. Harmony [84],
a pattern-based approach, extracts time-frequency features from RSSI to classify
generic human activities including human falls. They rely on RSSI fluctuations
due to signal scattering caused by human motion. Harmony tries to increase the
signal to noise ratio by oversampling the RSSI values. They rely on k-means
clustering and a Markov model to identify the patterns in the time-frequency
domain. Yet accuracy is 5% lower than CSI based activity recognition [26].
It is well known that RSSI fluctuations are coarse-grained due to low resolution
(RSSI has 8 bit step size whereas CSI is 64 bit) affecting the overall accuracy [71;
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85]. Another issue of using 802.15.4 compliant radios is the low transmission
power necessitates the deployment of a high radio density. As an example Mager
et al. [69] use a two-level network of 24 RF sensor nodes in a living room in a
3.0 m × 3.0 m arrangement. Hence, deploying such a high density of transceivers
in multiple rooms will be demanding in terms of labor and cost. If these devices
are battery-powered, maintenance and energy requirements will be additional
issues in the long run.
2.2.2.3 CSI-based Activity Recognition and Fall Detection
There exists a plethora of research in CSI based human activity recognition in a
wide range of applications. These include multiple activity classification recog-
nition [26; 86; 87], gesture recognition [88; 89; 90; 91; 92], sign language recogni-
tion [93; 94], exercise activity recognition [87; 95] or single activity classification
such as respiration monitoring [29; 96; 97], sleep monitoring [98] and fall de-
tection [14; 99; 100]. Initial activity recognition schemes such as [26; 86] try
to distinguish generic activities such as walking, sitting down, falling, running,
brushing teeth, boxing to prove the capability of CSI based activity recognition.
Gesture recognition is a subcategory of activity recognition where activity recog-
nition involves both full body and partial movements while gesture recognition
considers movements of a certain body part such as hand, head or finger move-
ments. Later, research has branched out to recognize specialized activities such
as exercising, dancing, sleep monitoring and fall detection.
Activity recognition. These approaches can be divided into either pattern
based, [86; 87] or model based [26; 95; 101; 102]. Among pattern based approaches
E-eyes [86] detects generic activities of a single person using location oriented time
domain features. E-eyes distinguishes activities as walking or in-place activities
using moving variance of CSI. Walking activities are classified using Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) to account for different speeds of walking activities and
measuring the distance between training and observation data. In place activities
are classified using Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) where CSI histograms of in-
place activities are compared. For changes in the link due to environment changes,
a semi supervised learning approach is proposed for profile construction based on
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user feedback. Especially, this technique in E-eyes inspired this work to extract
features resilient to environment changes.
Among the model based approaches, CARM [26] classifies generic activities
of a single person including falls using time-frequency features such as torso and
limb velocities by characterizing the changing speed of the reflected path length
on subcarrier amplitudes. These velocities are quite similar to the velocities
obtained from Doppler Radars without the movement direction. CARM models
the feature space using a Gaussian mixture model and the state space using
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and obtains a 96% accuracy for training and
testing in the same environment and 80% accuracy for environments and persons
it is not trained on. CARM is the closest activity recognition system in the
literature to the work in this thesis. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
based CSI dimension reduction approach used throughout in this thesis is inspired
by CARM. CARM introduced the feature extraction from spectrogram to CSI-
based activity recognition schemes.
Subsequent activity recognition schemes such as WiFiU [101] and WiDance [95]
further improved on these techniques. WiFiU extends CARM to recognize hu-
man gait when walking from limb and torso velocities. WiDance extracts Doppler
shifts using commodity WiFi devices without any hardware modification to clas-
sify exercise game related gestures. They exploit antenna and link diversity to
retain relevant Doppler shifts which enables the extraction of motion direction.
They achieve 95% overall accuracy which is a 45% improvement over CARM.
However, the experimental area is quite limited with the maximum size being
16 m2 as the direction information in Doppler shifts is corrupted if the person is
too far away from the receiver. As an example, the highest accuracy is obtained
in WiDance when the human subject is 3 m away. Even though these systems
use CSI as the signal descriptor to recognize activities, and have similar signal
processing steps in most parts of the system architecture like for fall detection,
these systems are tuned to different applications than the application proposed
in this thesis. As an example, activity recognition systems which are the closest
to fall detection, e.g. CARM, can classify falls among activities that have char-
acteristics that are quite distinct e.g. running, walking, falling, brushing teeth.
It is not clear how CARM distinguishes activities with closer characteristics to
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falls, e.g. jumping, falling, sitting down and standing up.
Fall Detection. Existing CSI based schemes specialized on fall detection are
pattern based and they extract only time domain features [14; 16; 99; 100].
WiFall [14; 99] uses amplitude related time domain features to characterize falls.
Extracted features from the amplitude during the detected interval are mainly sta-
tistical and these include normalized standard deviation, offset of signal strength,
period of motion, median absolute deviation, interquartile range, signal entropy
and rate of signal change. WiFall classifies four types of activities, fall, sit, walk
and stand and uses multi-class classification to distinguish those activities. From
this perspective, WiFall is primarily an activity recognition scheme specialized
on fall detection.
RTFall [100] uses both CSI amplitude and phase and builds upon the features
extracted in WiFall to increase accuracy. They try to exploit the higher sensitivity
of CSI phase compared to amplitude in detecting falls. RT-Fall distinguishes falls
from nine additional activities through binary classification. RTFall achieves a
true positive rate of 91% and a false positive rate of 8 % which are improvements
of 14% and 10% over WiFall respectively. Both RTFall and WiFall are evaluated
based on a scenario where a single elderly person is living independently. RTFall
reports that the system reacts poorly when there are two people in the target
area.
Sensing-Fi [16], tries to mitigate this issue by fusing data from both WiFi
and ground vibration detection from accelerometers. As accelerometer ground
vibration detection gives false positives when objects fall on the ground, Sensing-
Fi mitigates these shortcomings of both technologies and achieves a 95% accuracy
after fusion. For fall detection using WiFi, they use the same system as in RT-
Fall. However, the experimental area is quite small, which is limited to a 9 m2
area. They further mention that when the diagonal of the room is more than
3 m, more accelerometers have to be introduced.
One of the main drawbacks of the above mentioned fall detection systems is
the low resilience to environment changes. As an example, RT-Fall demonstrates
a 33 decrease in true positive rate (the ratio of correctly detected falls out of all
the falls) and a 32% increase in false positive rate (the ratio of false alarms out
of non falls) when a sofa is moved to the line of sight. Fall detection systems can
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be quite specific to the person that the system has been trained to. The above
systems do not indicate the impact of accuracy of training on a specific person
and adopting to a person with different motion characteristics. Finally, all the
above fall detection systems use packet rates of 100 packets/s which translates to
a 100 Hz sampling rate. However, activity recognition studies show that sampling
rates around 800 Hz must be used to capture all variations that occur in WiFi
signals due to human activities [26].
2.3 Summary
CSI-based device free fall detection is cheap, provides high granularity of infor-
mation, is commercially available and ubiquitous compared to other competitive
technologies which provides with an advantage for the deployment in practical
environments. Human presence is the most primitive form of human context and
this piece of information is important to infer other forms of human context (head
count, tracks, activity and identity). Current human presence detection systems
using CSI as the signal strength descriptor assume linear correlations among CSI
subcarriers and no one has looked at nonlinear techniques to extract features from
CSI. Fall detection can be categorized as a specialized form of activity recogni-
tion where the system is trained to infer falls from other ADLs. Fall detection
using CSI is still at infancy and there are only three main state of the art sys-
tems (WiFall, RT-Fall and Sensing-Fi). They all focus on time domain feature
extraction. Time-frequency signal processing and feature extraction is popular in
Doppler radar and WiFi activity recognition and this thesis is inspired by those





WiFi devices that operate according to the IEEE 802.11a/g/n standard use
OFDM as the modulation scheme to send data using multiple subcarriers in
20/40 MHz WiFi channels. The receiver measures a discrete Channel Frequency
Response (CFR) in time and frequency as phase and amplitude for each antenna
pair and report them as CSI. This chapter shows the basic architecture of an
OFDM transmitter and receiver used in WiFi and discusses how CSI is extracted
from an 802.11n compliant receiver, how the extracted CSI fluctuates during
human motion and how these fluctuations can be modeled mathematically.
3.1 OFDM
Wireless signals are subjected to multipath propagation due to reflection, diffrac-
tion and scattering off people and objects. Due to multipath propagation, replicas
of the original signal with different attenuations and phase shifts interfere with
each other at the receiver either constructively or destructively causing Inter Sym-
bol Interference (ISI). In the frequency domain, ISI is translated to frequency
selective fading where certain frequencies in the signal experience attenuation
and in certain frequencies amplification. Therefore, WiFi uses OFDM which di-
vides a 20/40 MHz channel in multiple subcarriers which effectively transforms
a frequency-selective channel into a set of frequency-flat sub channels. As an
example, a 20MHz WiFi channel is divided into 64 orthogonal subcarriers where











Figure 3.1: A WiFi channel with orthogonal subcarriers.
different data bits. As the subcarriers are orthogonal, the spectrum of each carrier
has a null at the center frequency of other carriers and Figure 3.1 illustrates how
orthogonal subcarriers are arranged in a WiFi channel. OFDM performs mul-
ticarrier modulation for high data rate transmission with efficient utilization of
bandwidth and high performance against fading in multipath conditions. There-
fore, it is widely used in communication standards such as IEEE 802.11a/g/n,
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE Advanced.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture of an OFDM transmitter and a receiver.
At the transmitter side, the coded data bits are permutated in such a way that
adjacent bits are separated by multiple bits after interleaving. Then the bits are
modulated using a digital modulation scheme such as Binary Phase Shift Key-
ing (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) or Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM). It is possible that different subcarriers may use different
modulation schemes depending on the channel conditions. The phase and ampli-
tude of each subcarrier is then fed into a serial-to-parallel converter. Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) is then performed to transform from the frequency
domain to the time domain and the output samples are then fed to a parallel to
serial converter. To reduce inter symbol interference, a cyclic prefix is introduced



































Figure 3.2: 802.11n Compliant transmitter and receiver. [2]
Transform (FFT) algorithm, the cyclic prefix provides an illusion that the signal
is periodic. Finally, the real and imaginary components are converted to analogue
domain using Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) and the analogue signals are
then transmitted over the channel.
Upon reception, the receivers sample them and digitize them using Analog-
to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and then pass them on to a demodulation process
chain. After the serial to parallel conversion, an FFT procedure converts the
data samples back into the frequency domain. After parallel to serial conversion,
channel equalization is performed to compensate for possible attenuations caused
by the channel. Finally, demodulation, deinterleaving and decoding is performed
on the data bits.
As CSI extraction is done at the receiver side, the relevant signal processing
steps are summarized here. Figure 3.3 illustrates a typical 802.11n receiver with
direct down conversion. First the RF signal is amplified by a low noise ampli-
fier. Then it is down converted to in-phase and quadrature components of the
baseband signal and sampled by an analog to digital converter. At the packet
detection stage, the digitized signal is cross correlated to a 802.11 preamble to
detect the incoming packet. Afterwards the Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO) is
estimated to compensate for the central frequency offset of the receiver. For each
incoming packet, CSI is estimated at the channel estimation block and the subse-
quent modules compensate for attenuation and phase errors prior to decoding the
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Figure 3.3: 802.11n receiver architecture. [3]
packet. As CSI indicates the influence of the channel on received WiFi packets
it can be represented as in Eq. 3.1.
Y = HX + n (3.1)
where X is the transmitted signal, Y is the received signal, H is the channel and
n is noise.
3.2 Channel State Information
CSI represents the channel properties of a communication link in each subcarrier
and therefore, provides an estimate of the whole WiFi channel in the frequency
domain. The WiFi receiver accurately measures the instantaneous state of the
channel using pilot signals that are frequently transmitted over the channel. WiFi
receivers estimate the channel at subcarrier level in terms of amplitude and phase
and this estimate is fed back to the transmitter as CSI so that the transmitter
can adapt its transmissions according to channel conditions.
3.2.1 Comparison of CSI with RSSI
CSI is a better alternative to RSSI because of its higher resolution. As an ex-
ample, one RSSI value is encoded in 8 bits and one CSI value is encoded in 64
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bits. RSSI only provides an average signal strength value for the whole channel,
whereas CSI provides the signal strength in the entire 20 or 40 Mhz spectrum as
phase and amplitude pairs of 64 subcarriers. This provides additional information
about the channel in both time and frequency. When human motion disrupts the
WiFi channel, CSI phase and amplitude of each subcarrier also fluctuate which
enables the detection of the cause of these fluctuations. Human activities have
unique patterns which leave unique footprints in CSI amplitude and phase. This
allows pattern recognition schemes to map the human motion with the patterns
generated in CSI streams. These patterns can be identified by analyzing a single
CSI subcarrier amplitude, phase pair or across multiple subcarriers. As an ex-
ample of an application that uses multiple subcarriers, the amplitude and phase
pairs of multiple subcarriers can be used as multiple sensors to derive the angle
of arrival at the receiver with high accuracy [103].
3.2.2 Accessing CSI to infer Human Context
CSI can be measured by 802.11a/g/n WiFi devices that utilize the OFDM mod-
ulation for communication. Although CSI is available at the physical layer of the
transmitter and receiver internally, it cannot be directly accessed by upper layers
for applications such as human motion detection. The main reason for this is
that the commercial chip manufacturers do not expose CSI to the users through
their drivers and firmware. Currently, this limitation can be overcome in two
ways, using commercial chipsets with original drivers and firmware modified by
third parties such that CSI is accessible to the users, e.g. Intel 5300 chipset and
Atheros 9k series, or using SDRs that consist of the WiFi physical layer.
The advantages of using commercial chipsets over SDRs are that they are
much cheaper (≈ $10 for a commercial chipset and $2000 for a SDR) and re-
quires less effort to access CSI. Accessing CSI from SDRs require specialized
knowledge in integrating the hardware and software and once the motion detec-
tion system is developed, the prototype has to be transformed to a system on
a chip solution. SDR-based WiFi APs provide very good accuracies in human
motion detection because the phase information is not distorted as in commercial
chipsets. Phase information is important in activity recognition and localization
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schemes to identify Doppler motion direction and angle of arrival of packets. The
cost of SDRs are primarily proportional to the bandwidth, and the bandwidth is
linked to the overall accuracy of human motion detection. Due to lack of syn-
chronization between transmitter and receiver, commercial WiFi chipsets exhibit
issues that curtail the full potential of CSI. As examples, random packet detection
delay, sampling frequency offset (phase rotation) and residual carrier frequency
offset inherent in these chipsets cause random phase variations over successive re-
ceived packets. Phase randomness can be eliminated to some extent in the form
of a linear transformation (true phase cannot be recovered from this approach)
[104; 105]. Nonetheless, recent studies have shown that there are non-negligible
non-linear phase errors (due to in-phase and quadrature imbalance issues in di-
rect down conversion) which cannot be eliminated through linear transformation
[106]. However, human activity recognition using CSI amplitude alone has shown
great success in recent years as researchers are able to understand the behavior
of CSI amplitude through mathematical models [26]. Due to these reasons, in
this work, only CSI amplitude from commercial WiFi chipsets, i.e. Intel 5300 is
used to derive human context from WiFi signals.
3.2.2.1 Characteristics of CSI accessed from Intel 5300 Chipsets
In this work, Intel 5300 chipset was chosen to collect CSI from other commercial
chipsets because it is the most commonly used chipset to acquire CSI and there-
fore has better product support. Although the 802.11n standard specifies that a
20 MHz WiFi channel should be divided into 64 subcarriers and a 40 MHz WiFi
channel into 128 subcarries, the Intel 5300 chipset provides CSI in 30 equally
spaced subcarriers for both types of channels. Additionally, there are several
conditions that have to be met in order to collect CSI: packets have to be trans-
mitted using 802.11n “High Throughput” rate, the receiver’s logical configuration
and its physical configuration should support the transmission rate. Furthermore,
CSI can be accessed by users only after installing a modified driver and firmware
from a third party as default driver and firmware do not provide access to CSI.
The Intel 5300 chipset supports four WiFi modes: client mode, access point
mode, ad-hoc mode and monitor mode. As monitor mode is the most stable mode
out of the four modes in this chipset to extract CSI during long measurement
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campaigns, this mode was used for this work. Although monitor mode is used
only for observing traffic in a certain channel in general, in this work, specifically,
the adapter and driver are configured to “inject” custom frames to be transmitted
while the transmitter is still in monitor mode. For CSI collection in monitor mode,
both transmitter and receiver should have Intel 5300 chipset installed and the
driver and firmware should be customized to access CSI (client mode and access
point modes only require one transceiver equipped with this chipset, however,
these modes are quite unstable when deployed with the customized driver and
firmware).
3.3 Modelling CSI in the Presence of Humans
This section presents a mathematical model for the CSI amplitude.
In wireless radio propagation, radio waves arrive at the receiver over multi-
ple paths due to reflection, diffraction and scattering caused by objects in the
environment. Due to this, the received signal is a summation of delayed, attenu-
ated and phase shifted replicas of the transmitted signal that arrive over different
paths. The received signal can be characterised using the channel impulse re-






where ai(t) is the amplitude of the i
th path, φi is the total phase shift caused
by physical propagation phenomena such as reflections and diffractions, τi(t) is
the time varying delay of ith path and M is the number of paths. Even though
this model isolates individual multipaths, due to bandwidth limitations, WiFi
receivers can only distinguish clusters of multipath components [108].






WiFi devices that operate in IEEE 802.11a/g/n/ac use OFDM as the modulation
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scheme over multiple subcarriers in a WiFi channel to send data. The receiver
measures a discrete CFR in time and frequency as phase and amplitude in the
form of CSI for each antenna pair:
H(t; fi) = [H(t; f1), H(t; f2) . . . H(t; fn)] (3.4)
where H(t; fi) = ||H(t; fi)||ej∠H(t;fi) and n is the number of subcarriers.
The purpose of this section is to model and derive expressions for amplitude
measurements ||H(t; fi)|| of CSI subcarriers obtained from the Intel 5300 WiFi
chipsets that depend on a person’s position. The phase response is not verifiable
from the current state of CSI provided by the Intel 5300 chipset. These off-the-
shelf WiFi devices produce carrier frequency offsets due to small carrier frequency
differences in the transmitting and receiving radios leading to phase randomness
in CSI among successive packets [26; 109]. Although there is a calibration method
to overcome phase randomness, the actual phase is not recoverable through this
approach [110].
The effect of human presence on radio waves can be classified into two groups
as unaffected : paths that are not affected by the person, and affected : paths
that have changes in amplitude, phase and delay due to human presence and
new paths that are generated due to scattering and reflection off the person.
This behaviour is illustrated in Figure (3.4). Hence, the resultant channel in
eq. 3.3 can be expressed as just two components, unaffected Hu(f) and affected
Ha(t; f) [26; 111]:
H(t; f) = Hu(f) +Ha(t; f) (3.5)
Hu(f) consists of N unaffected paths. The unaffected paths can be assumed to























Figure 3.4: The behaviour of affected and unaffected paths due to human influ-
ence.
As human movements cause affected path lengths to change, amplitudes and
phases of these paths are time varying. This model assumes that there is no
other movement in the environment e.g. moving objects.
3.3.1 Modelling the affected and unaffected components
The unaffected component, Hu(f) in this work is modelled as follows. Hu(f)
consists largely of the specular LoS paths and the paths resulted from reflections
and scattering off static objects. Hence, Hu(f) can be approximated by the
CSI observed in the absence of a person in the room, Hempty(f) with amplitude
aempty(f) and phase φempty(f):
Hu(f) ≈ Hempty(f) = aempty(f)ejφempty(f) (3.8)
Modelling of the affected component, Ha(f), can be done as follows. Due to
peculiarities of human bodies, the set of affected paths can consist of a single
Ns = 1 or multiple Ns > 1 specular paths and a collection of diffused paths
Nd  1 with small amplitudes and random phases. For simplicity, it can be
assumed that there is a single specular path with amplitude as(t) and delay τs(t),
which is reflected by the person. Furthermore, it is assumed that the occupant
does not obstruct the LoS paths. LoS obstructions cause high variations in the
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subcarriers due to shadowing and diffraction. Therefore, eq. 3.7 reduces as follows:
Ha(t; f) ≈ as(t)e−j2pifτs(t)+jφs (3.9)
In reality, Ha(t; f) is a time varying result of body scattering and/or reflections
that depend on the position of the person. During scattering, it is assumed that
the person absorbs the incident power and re-radiates it omnidirectionally. In
reflection, the loss is due to only the additional path length and the reflection
loss from the object [112]. Therefore, by applying Friis path loss equation, the





||xtx − x(t)||+ ||xrx − x(t)|| (3.10)
where d0 is the link length, x(t) = [x1(t), y1(t)] are the coordinates of the person,
xtx and xrx are the coordinates of the transmitter and the receiver and k is the
reflection loss and Prx is the received power. Due to the person’s trajectory, phase
shift caused by change of the reflected path length fτs(t) in eq. 3.9 can be written
as:
fτs(t) =
f × (||x(t)− xt||+ ||xr − x(t)||)
c
(3.11)
where c is the speed of light.
The amplitude response model. From eq. 3.8 and eq. 3.9 the overall channel
frequency response H(t; f) can be obtained, and the intended result ||H(t; fi)||
by substituting the subcarrier frequencies fi. Therefore, the amplitude response












The implementation of CSI in the Intel 5300 chipset does not include noise mea-
surements on a per subcarrier basis [113], so a Gaussian distribution with sim-
ilar parameters, N(0, σ2amp) can be assumed for all subcarriers. Through CSI
amplitudes received during the presence and absence of a person in a real world
experiment, the amplitude response of the above model can be validated. The
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Table 3.1: Model Parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
TX rate 1000 pkts−1 TX power 15 dBm
Human speed 0.8 ms−1 Duration 5 s
Link length (d0) 5 m SNR 100 dB
Reflect. attn.(k) 6 Channel BW 20 Mhz
Carrier freq. 5.32 GHz Antennas 1× 1
validation procedure is provided in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Model Validation
To validate the model’s behaviour during the presence of a single person, an ex-
periment was carried out where a person moves towards the direct LoS link in
a perpendicular trajectory from 4 m away. As shown in Figure 3.5, the person’s
movement is important in this case to understand its impact on subcarrier am-
plitudes. Since a constant reflection attenuation (k) is assumed of the reflected
path, the best movement to achieve a sufficiently constant reflection attenuation
is walking perpendicular to the link where the person’s chest is facing the link.
The used model parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. The impact of human
motion on subcarrier 1 is compared to the real experiment results in Figure 3.6.
The top figure corresponds to the model result and the bottom one represents
the real fluctuations in the subcarrier.
In the experiment, the person moves towards the link from 4 m away at 0 s.
When the person is far from the link, the fluctuations in the subcarrier are small
and have a high frequency, whereas closer to the link the fluctuations are large
and have a lower frequency. This is caused by the length reduction of the reflected
path as the person moves in during this period. The model follows the real pattern
until 4.5 s. From there onward, there is a large difference between modeled and
real values. This is due to the shadowing of the LoS path by the human which is
not modeled in this case.
The amplitude of the real subcarrier has higher variations compared to the
modelled amplitude. This is caused by variation of the attenuated reflection
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(k) of the reflected path due to movement. In the model, this attenuation is
predetermined through a training experiment and assumed constant over time.
The other discrepancy between the model and actual results is the phase shift
which is a result of a combination of factors such as initial phase of the unoccupied
room φe(f), reflections and the fluctuation in human velocity.
In order to quantify the similarity between the real Hr and the modeled Hm





where cov(Hm, Hr) is the covariance between Hm, Hr and σm, σr are the stan-
dard deviations of Hm and Hr respectively. Both matrices are of size (30)×(TX
rate×4.5) where 30 is the number of subcarriers, TX rate = 1000 pkts/s and 4.5 is
the duration in seconds without the shadowing period. A cross correlation value
of 0.9 is obtained between the two matrices. This model is used to understand
the parameters that affect the subcarriers due to human influence in Section 5.2.
3.4 Conclusions
This chapter showed the basic 802.11n compliant OFDM transmitter and re-



































Figure 3.6: Modelled (top) and real (bottom) subcarrier amplitude variation.
an 802.11n compliant receiver and how the extracted CSI subcarrier amplitude
fluctuations can be modeled mathematically. Note that the model is developed
with the help of existing literature. Especially, dividing the human effects on
the channel as Hu(f) and Ha(f) in eq. 3.5 was inspired by [26; 112] and apply-
ing the Friis equation for reflected paths from humans as in eq. 3.10 is derived
from [112]. The author’s own contributions are in equation 3.8 and the verifica-





Detecting binary occupancy, or whether there is a person in a particular space,
precedes fall detection. Therefore, the system first detects that a person is in the
observation environment in order to react to his or her activities. To this end, in
this chapter, a time domain event detection scheme is presented.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, for a WiFi data packet received by an antenna
pair, a CSI amplitude vector provides 30 × 1 dimensions. An IEEE 802.11n
implementation can use up to 3×3 antenna pairs where dimensions of a CSI data
point can amount to 270×1. It is a cumbersome process to train 270 thresholds for
each dimension and adjust them when environment conditions change in order to
distinguish the unoccupied room from the occupied. Besides, each CSI subcarrier
contains noise, which also requires filtering. Hence, a mechanism is required to
successfully reduce the dimensions or identify the highest varying dimensions.
Additionally, the reduced dimensions also need to contain less noise.
This work exploits correlations among the multiple subcarriers of CSI under
human influence and uses kernel PCA to reduce CSI dimensions. Kernel PCA
offers adjustable parameters that help in reducing noise to suit different environ-
ments. Similar to existing CSI based human presence detection schemes, this work
performs threshold-based detection using eigendecomposition. Unlike previous
work that uses linear techniques for this, the current solution is derived through
exploiting correlations among subcarriers using a nonlinear method. This work is
different to the existing research in CSI based human presence detection in three
other aspects, a) it uses collected data traces to explain the temporal fluctuations
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and correlations in subcarriers caused by human motion and then it exploits them
to detect human presence, b) the dimensionality reduction techniques are param-
eter-based, so they are adaptable to different environment conditions, and c) it
focuses not only on detecting human motion, but also a person who is mostly
stationary resembling real world situations. In day-to-day life, humans are not
completely static or always on the move in domestic environments. Therefore,
experiments are conducted to capture such diverse human states.
4.1 Experimental Analysis of CSI under Human
Presence
In this section a series of experiments were carried out to explore the temporal
behavior of a CSI subcarrier amplitude in a cluttered environment when the room
is occupied by a person and when it is not. First the experiments analyze the fluc-
tuations of a single subcarrier. More specifically, the experiments in Section 4.1.1
analyze fluctuations in a single subcarrier during two types of human motion e.g.
• the sensitivity of CSI amplitude to exaggerated human movements such as
walking in LoS/non LoS,
• the sensitivity to a stationary person in both LoS and non LoS
in two types of links in different positions of the area of interest. Then the stability
of CSI amplitude in the unoccupied environment is explored. If the amplitude is
not stable during this state, discerning human motion from unoccupied environ-
ment becomes complicated. Then, in Section 4.1.2 the analysis is on fluctuations
of multiple subcarriers for the same human motion and later in Section 4.1.3
the analysis is on identifying the correlated fluctuations and their causes. These
understandings were necessary to develop the human presence detection scheme
presented in this chapter. The experiments were conducted in this way as existing
research does not compare the human’s motion state, link state and location with
the human presence detection accuracy. Therefore, later in Section 4.3 these three
parameters (human’s motion state, link state and human’s location) are used to
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evaluate the performance of the human presence detection scheme presented in
this chapter.
4.1.1 Temporal Fluctuation of a Single Subcarrier
The experiments were conducted in the 5.32 GHz band so that there is minimum
interference noise from other WiFi devices. The transmission rate was 100 pkts/s
and the experiments were done in a cluttered environment with tables, chairs and
metal drawers. The transmitter and receiver were setup 6 m apart to have a good
LoS connection. The transmitter was placed on top of a steel cupboard 1.5 m
high. The receiver is on top of a table of 1 m height. In the first experiment,
a human walks towards and away from the transmitter within the LoS area.
Figure 4.1a shows the experimental setup and Figure 4.1b illustrates the CSI
amplitude fluctuation of a single subcarrier under LoS movement of a person.
The long rectangles in Figure 4.1a represent tables made of wood and steel and
there are two computer monitors scattered on top of each row. It is visible that
the amplitude is responsive to such movements and two unique patterns can be
observed for both moving in and away from the link.
Figure 4.2b shows the CSI fluctuation of a human crossing the link line in 5
different positions. The fluctuations are higher at Pos. 1 and Pos. 5 as shown
in Figure 4.2a which are the closest positions to the transmitter and receiver
respectively.
Figure 4.3b is an illustration of the movement of a person in the non LoS
and Figure 4.3a shows seven different non LoS positions of the person. This
experiment shows that the amplitude variation in non LoS movement is not as
pronounced as in the LoS movement and fluctuation is also dependent on the
position of the room where the human motion occurs. As an example Area 1 has
high variations compared to Area 6. This is due to the fact that Area 1 is closer
to the link compared to Area 6. Between 0 − 59 s in Figure 4.3b the temporal
variation of the amplitude when the room is unoccupied is shown. The amplitude
is stable during this period compared to the rest.
Figures 4.4b and 4.5b illustrate the temporal variations of a subcarrier am-
plitude for a LoS static person at five different positions and, the response of
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a subcarrier for a non LoS static person at 12 different positions. Even though
the amplitude variation is higher compared to the empty room for each user
position in the two figures, the variations are less pronounced compared to Fig-
ures 4.1b,4.2b and 4.3b.
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Figure 4.1: Fluctuation of a CSI subcarrier for an occupant moving towards and
away from the link. Fig. 4.1a marks the directions of the person in a 5m ×






















Figure 4.2: Fluctuation of a CSI subcarrier for an occupant crossing the link
line at different points. Fig. 4.2a marks the line crossing points of the person
in a 5m × 8m room. and Fig. 4.2b shows the variation in a subcarrier for the
respective positions.
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Figure 4.3: Fluctuation of a CSI subcarrier for an occupant moving in the non
LoS areas in the room. Fig. 4.3a marks the different positions of the person in a
5m×8m room. and Fig. 4.3b shows the variation in a subcarrier for the respective
positions.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Fluctuation of a CSI subcarrier for a LoS static occupant. Fig. 4.4a
marks the positions of the person in a 5 m × 8 m room and Fig. 4.4b shows the
variation in a subcarrier for the respective positions. ‘k: los’ indicates the person
is in LoS at position k for k = 1,2,. . . , 5, ‘k: left’ indicates that the person is
1 m left to k perpendicular to LoS and ‘k: right’ 1 m right perpendicular to LoS
respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Fluctuation of a CSI subcarrier for a non LoS static occupant.
Fig. 4.5a marks the positions of the person in a 5m × 8m room. and Fig. 4.5b
shows the variation in a subcarrier for the respective positions.
4.1.2 Temporal Fluctuation of Multiple Subcarriers
This section analyzes the behavior of multiple subcarriers when a person is moving
in the environment. Figure 4.6 illustrates CSI values acquired from a single
antenna pair of the Intel 5300 chipset during a five second interval. An antenna
pair provides 30 streams of CSI for 30 subcarriers indexed between -28 to +28
which corresponds to the subcarrier frequencies. The measured subcarrier indices
are k = [-28 , -26, -24, -22, -20, -18, -16, -14, -12, -10, -8, -6, -4, -2, -1, 1, 3, 5, 7,
9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28]. As an example, CSI values obtained for
the figure correspond to channel 64 having a centre frequency of 5.32 GHz and a
bandwidth of 20 MHz.
The person starts to move at 1 s and all the subcarriers begin to fluctuate from
1 s onward. It can be observed that peaks and troughs exist along the axis of the
subcarrier index. Even when the person moves from 1 s it can be observed that
the peaks and troughs are consistent. This is due to frequency selective fading
which is caused by multipath propagation of the WiFi signals. However, the most
significant observation from the figure is that adjacent subcarrier fluctuations
are correlated to each other, and when the separation between two subcarriers
increases, this correlation tends to diminish. Variations in the time axis are
predominantly due to human movements and noise existent during the time the
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values were collected.
Figure 4.6: A CSI trace from WiFi channel 64 collected during a five second
interval.
4.1.3 Correlation of CSI subcarriers
It can be argued that the subcarrier amplitudes have a temporal correlation that
originates from several sources. These sources can be identified by analyzing
the correlations of CSI subcarriers during a simple experiment. The experiment
is conducted as follows. First, the transmitter and the receiver are placed in an
empty environment at a five meter distance. Packets are sent at rtx = 1000 pkts/s
and CSI is collected at the receiver for five seconds. Then a human moves towards
the link in a path perpendicular to the link from four meters away and again CSI
is collected for five seconds. At first, correlations of subcarriers are studied when
the observing environment is empty. Next, subcarrier correlations are analyzed
when the person is moving in the environment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Experiment setup of 4.7a) empty and 4.7b) occupied envionments.
These findings can be verified from the data collected during the experiment.
As an example, the correlation matrix H of size 90×90 (90 subcarriers from 1×3
antennas) of the measured data can be calculated as:
H = XXT (4.1)
where X is the observation matrix of size 90×Ns. Ns is the number of samples
from the experiment that was used to validate the model and it represents the
measurement duration t, Ns = t × rtx. The evolution of resultant correlation
matrix H with time is illustrated in Figure 4.8 for unoccupied and occupied
rooms respectively.
The five figures in the top row in Figure 4.8 correspond to correlation matrices
of CSI values collected at Ns/1000 = 1 s, 2 s, . . . , 5 s durations of the empty
environment. The dark brown coloured lines that represent correlations less than
0.4 in the five unoccupied room correlation matrices correspond to low correla-
tions among different subcarriers. These low correlations occur when a subcarrier
at a peak is compared with a subcarrier at a valley. The valleys and peaks in
CSI (as shown in Figure 4.6 along the axis of the subcarrier index) is frequency
selective fading due to multipath propagation. Multipath propagation is caused
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Figure 4.8: The top row represents the correlation matrix of the unoccupied room
Hempty and the bottom one corresponds to the correlation matrix with human
presence Hoccu. Ns = 1000i, 2000i, . . . 5000i, where i is the column index.
by scattering of the signal off different objects. Therefore, the more cluttered
the environment is, more peaks and valleys can be observed, which result in non-
linear correlations among the subcarriers. The top five correlation matrices are
similar to each other, this signifies that subcarrier correlation variation is almost
constant over the five seconds. This is an expected behavior as there is very little
temporal fluctuation in the subcarriers when there is no human motion.
The occupied room is represented by the bottom five correlation matrices
in Figure 4.8. The occupied room subcarriers are highly correlated until 2 s
(Ns = 2000) which is represented by the first two correlation matrices in the
bottom row. After 2 s, highest correlation in the occupied room is mostly con-
centrated among nearby subcarriers of the same antenna (1 - 30 subcarriers: 1st
antenna, 31 - 60 subcarriers: 2nd antenna, 61 - 90 subcarriers: 3rd antenna)
which corresponds to the light yellow colour along the diagonal in the bottom
five figures. Additionally, as Ns increases, the non-linear correlations increase.
This is caused by the high temporal fluctuations of the subcarriers as the human
moves towards the link. When the human moves closer to the link which is after
two seconds, link shadowing causes high amplitude variations in the subcarriers
causing high nonlinear correlations.
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Figure 4.9: Human presence detection scheme. System overview.
The main sources of linear/nonlinear correlations in CSI can be summarized
as: a) the amplitude and phase of CSI of the empty environment (higher non–
linearities can occur in a cluttered environment due to an increase of peaks and
valleys in the amplitude response caused by multipath propagation) b) human
motion, and c) measurement duration t. If multiple antennas are used, subcarriers
across these antennas also tend to get non-linearly correlated as the measurement
duration increases. To a lesser extent, this is true for the subcarriers among same
antenna as well. Additionally, amplitude and phase response of each subcarrier
is non-linearly correlated.
4.2 Dimensionality Reduction and
human presence detection
In this section a system is devised to efficiently exploit the linear/non-linear
correlations among the subcarriers that were mentioned in Section 4.1.3 in order
to reduce the dimensions, filter noise and detect human presence.
4.2.1 System Overview
The system architecture of the presence detection scheme is illustrated in Figure
4.9. As shown, when CSI is extracted from the packets received through the
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Algorithm 1: FallDeFi, human presence detection algorithm
input : CSIraw - CSI measurements of a tint second interval from
m× n antenna pairs
output: Fall detection
1 Initialization : λth ;
2 foreach 3 seconds do
3 foreach subcarrier do
4 CSIinterp ← LinearInterpolate (CSIraw);
5 end
6 PCs ← kernel PCA (CSIinterp);
7 selected PC ← SelectOptimumPrincipalComponent (PCs);




link, CSI streams are first linearly interpolated to account for packet losses and
achieve a fixed data rate. Then, nonlinear dimensionality reduction, specifically,
kernel PCA is applied to this data and obtain a single temporally fluctuating sig-
nal by selecting the optimum principal component and its respective eigenvalue.
Finally, presence detection is performed by setting a threshold to this eigenvalue
depending on the environment.
4.2.2 Linear Approach: PCA
A method used in the literature to achieve dimensionality reduction assuming
linear correlation among subcarriers is PCA [26]. Although PCA is not part of
this work, it is explained here briefly because the approach in Section 4.2.3 is a
generalization of this technique.
Mathematically, the number of CSI amplitudes Nobs obtained from Nobs pack-
ets can be expressed as aD×Nobs matrix X, whereD is the number of subcarriers.
PCA assumes that rows of this matrix are linearly correlated. It then linearly
transforms the rows to a new orthogonal coordinate system. This is done by
eigendecomposition of the correlation matrix KPCA of X:
KPCA = XTX = VΛV−1 (4.2)
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Eigenvectors {vi ∈ RNobs | i = 1, 2, . . .D} form the new directions of the coordi-
nate system. The variances of the new directions are captured by the eigenvalues
{λi ∈ R | i = 1, 2, . . .D} where λ1 has the highest variance. Principal Com-
ponents (PCs) yi, where yi = K
PCA × vi are the coordinates of the new data
points. Since the first PC, y1 contains the majority of variation in the signal,
it has a higher signal to noise ratio. Therefore, using the variance/eigenvalue of
this PC or another PC that has the signal portion, can be used to separate the
unoccupied room from the occupied.
4.2.3 Non-Linear Approach: kernel PCA
Kernel PCA [114] is used in this work to exploit both linear/non-linear corre-
lations in CSI. Kernel PCA first transforms the data to a higher dimensional
space and then performs eigendecomposition to reduce the dimensions as in the
previous section.
This is achieved by a non-linear transformation of the original data {xi,xj ∈
RD | i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., Nobs} into a feature space F using a function φ:
φ : RD → F,x→ X
The feature space F can be of a very high dimensionality. Therefore, without
explicitly knowing the transformation function φ, Mercer kernels [115] can be
used to transform the data [115]. Using a Mercer kernel is analogous to knowing
the dot product of the transformed data points Kij = κ(xi,xj) = φ(xi) · φ(xj),
K : RD × RD → R.
Kernels that have been useful in kernel PCA include Gaussian and polynomial
kernels [115]. In this work, both these kernels were used to non-linearly transform
the data to a higher dimension. Sections 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2 explain the reasons
for selecting them and the transformation procedure.
After transforming the data using the selected kernel, eigendecomposition is
performed similar to linear PCA to obtain the principal components and the
respective eigenvalues. This was implemented according to the procedure men-
tioned in [116].
After sorting the eigenvalues and respective principal components in descend-
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ing order of the eigenvalues, the best PCs for human presence detection are cho-
sen. The selection procedure and actual detection is explained in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.3.1 Gaussian Kernel
In this section, the reasons for choosing this kernel and how the parameters were






where σ is the standard deviation which is a tunable parameter, and ||xi−xj|| is
the Euclidean distance between two data points xi,xj. This is the most commonly
used non-linear kernel in kernel PCA and here the reasons for selecting it are
summarized:
a) Frequency domain representation of the Gaussian kernel is also Gaussian,
so it does not introduce high frequency non-linearities. Hence, it provides
smooth principal components through transformation [117]. Therefore,
when expert knowledge about the non-linearities is lacking, the Gaussian
kernel offers a reliable solution under general smoothness assumption.
b) The width of the Gaussian kernel σ can be adjusted to filter out noise
depending on the type of data, this will be explained below.
Parameter optimisation. The standard deviation σ of the Gaussian kernel
was optimised for the data as follows.
A set of experiments for two different types of scenarios were conducted, e.g.
unoccupied and occupied room as described in Section 4.3, in order to show
how σ is determined for the Gaussian kernel. Two data sets of 3000 samples
were collected, one each for unoccupied and occupied room experiments. Data
transmission rate is 1000pkt/s, therefore, the 3000 samples correspond to a 3s
interval. Then the Gaussian transformation of median Euclidean distance of
both data sets were plotted in Figure 4.10a against the standard deviation σ.




and Md(||xi − xj||2) is the median Euclidean distance of 3000 data points.
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The median Euclidean distance is considered instead of the mean because it
is better in describing the central tendencies of the two data sets when the distri-
bution of Euclidean distances are skewed. Unoccupied room data points usually
have a low Euclidean distance because this environment causes low perturbations
in the signal and these perturbations are predominantly caused by noise. If a
fixed σ for the two data sets is used, the Gaussian transformation of the Eu-
clidean distance of the unoccupied room data gives high variations compared to
the occupied. Hence, a mechanism to update σ depending on the nature of the
data is required.
According to Figure 4.10a, it can be observed that median Euclidean distance
Md(||xi − xj||2) provides some hint on the nature of the data. According to
eq. 4.3, when σ is high, a data point after Gaussian transformation has larger
influence on neighboring data points leading to low variation and noise in the
principal components. On the other hand, when σ is low, data points have less
influence on neighbour data points and this causes high variation and noise in
the principal components. Hence, depending on the median Euclidean distance of
the data, a threshold, Eudth can be set to separate low Euclidean distances from
high ones so that the low ones correspond to the unoccupied room. Depending on
the threshold, σ can be set to a higher value (saturated region of the unoccupied
f(σunoccu) curve in Figure 4.10a) for the unoccupied room to suppress high varia-
tions. Since a high σ value for a data point has larger influence on neighbour data
points, it cancels out the noise. To highlight variations in the occupied room, σ is
set to a value (in the linear region of the occupied f(σoccu) curve in Figure 4.10a)
for Euclidean distances exceeding Eudth.
4.2.3.2 Polynomial kernel




i xj + c)
d (4.5)
The linear kernel used in PCA is a subset of the polynomial kernel. The poly-
nomial kernel can be transformed to either linear or a higher order polynomial
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Figure 4.10: Fig. 4.10a illustrates f(σ) vs σ of 3000 data points comparing un-
occupied and occupied rooms and Fig. 4.10b illustrates a scree plot.
depending on the type of data by adjusting the parameter d in eq. 4.5. Higher
order polynomials amplify higher amplitudes in the signal and suppress lower
amplitudes such as noise. However, unlike the Gaussian kernel, a polynomial ker-
nel can distort the principal components through the transformation. Adjusting
the parameters such as c and d, these distortions can be minimized. It is shown
below how the parameters are selected for the polynomial kernel in the current
approach.
Parameter selection. For the polynomial kernel in eq. 4.5 there are two pa-
rameters that can be adjusted (c, d). For the choice of d, d = 2 was kept so
that this becomes a second order polynomial. For higher order polynomials very
high eigenvalues and principal components can occur especially when the occu-
pant is moving. The computation time of higher order polynomials is also high.
Therefore, eq. 4.5 reduces to:
κ(xi,xj) = (x
T
i xj + c)
2 = (xTi xj)
2 + 2cxTi xj + c
2 (4.6)
When the parameter c is high there is increased weight for lower order values,
e.g., 2cxTi xj which provides a smooth signal for both occupied and unoccupied
rooms. When c is low, the weight on higher order values is high resulting in high
peaks for the principal component when the occupant is moving. In this case,
c = Md(xTi xj) is set for data points of size Nobs so that a balanced signal without
unnecessary peaks is achieved.
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Figure 4.11: PCs of the empty room.
4.2.4 Human Presence Detection
Section 4.2.3 identified the highest varying principal components from the eigen-
decomposition of Gaussian and polynomial kernel transformed data. The purpose
of this section is to determine the best PC and the respective eigenvalue and de-
termine a threshold to detect human presence.
After applying kernel PCA, as mentioned in section 4.2.3 more dimensions
than the original ones can be obtained. It is not known how many Principal
Components (PCs) contain parts of the original signal and how many Principal
Component (PC)s are just noise. To isolate the signal part from the noise, a
scree plot is used as in Figure 4.10b. It plots the amplitude of each eigenvalue
with its index. According to the elbow method [118], the point where the steep
curve ends (marked with a red dashed line in the figure) is considered to be
the last point where the signal portion is carried. For the particular case in the
figure, the first four PCs can be selected as the best. An eigenvalue of a principal
component represents the variance in that PC. When there is human motion,
it can be considered that there is high variance in the signal and the resultant
principal components. The scree plot helps to select the principal components
with the highest variance using the elbow criterion. If one plots the percentage
of variance explained by the PCs against the number of PCs (eigenvalue vs PC
index in Figure 4.10b), the first four PCs will add much information (explain
majority of the variance), but after 4th PC in the figure the marginal gain drops,
giving an angle in the graph.
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In both PCA and kernel PCA, PC1 corresponds to the highest eigenvalue and
captures the highest variance of the signal. However in CSI, the first principal
component is unusable due to high noise. The reason is that PC1 of the unoccu-
pied room has high variation which reduces the overall signal to noise ratio of the
occupied and unoccupied rooms. As an example, Figure 4.11 shows the temporal
fluctuations of PCs 1 and 2. PC1 indicates a signal with multiple levels whereas
PC2 consists of a single level. It can be argued that these multiple levels are a
result of multiple peaks and valleys of CSI caused by frequency selective fading.
Although the mean of each subcarrier is subtracted prior to applying kernel PCA,
the mean subtracted CSI contains high variation in the subcarriers with peaks
and low variation at valleys leading to multiple levels in PC1.
Therefore, for human presence detection, the best PC out of the above four






where k = 1, 2, . . .m (4.7)
PCs 2 and 3 tend to maximize this ratio due to high signal power and low noise
in those PCs. In Section 4.3.3.1 it is shown that the performance of PCs 2 and
3 vary depending on the noise profile of the environment.
After selecting the best principal component for detection, separation of the
empty scenario from an occupied scenario must be performed for the test data.
This is done by setting a threshold for the training data obtained during the
absence of a person in the unoccupied room. This threshold λth corresponds to




(λi,empty), where i = 1, 2, . . . , n (4.8)






















Figure 4.12: Floor plan of the lab. The two laptops operate as the transmitter
and the receiver.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section the experimental environment, execution of the experiments and
the obtained results are explained.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed at a research lab in Nimbus centre and the floor
plan is given in Figure 4.12. Data was collected from two experiments los, n-
los corresponding to the link types between the transmitter and receiver, i.e.,
a) LoS, b) non LoS. In experiment n-los, the LoS is blocked by multiple 15
inch desktop computer screens contributing to a ≈ 2.26 dB mean attenuation
compared to the LoS link. In each experiment, data was collected for three
scenarios: a) unoccupied room (serves as reference data), b) a stationary person,
and c) a walking person.
For the experiments (both LoS and non LoS) involving a stationary person,
12 different positions were chosen as indicated in Figure 4.12. In the figure,
positions are marked with sij where i is the row number and j is the column
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number. During this experiment, the person stays in each position and is involved
in subtle movements with regular pauses. The idea behind this type of movement
is to emulate a person a working in a real world scenario as close as possible. 12
different positions were selected as the location of the person in relation to the
link has an effect on the detection accuracy due to coverage of the link. Therefore,
to measure the effectiveness of the presence detection scheme throughout the area
of interest 12 positions covering the entire area were selected. In the experiments
with a walking person, two scenarios are considered. In one of them, the person
is not obstructing the LoS link (this scenario is called ldn: LoS dynamic) and in
the other, the person’s path crosses the link (ndn: non LoS dynamic).
The transmitter and receiver of the experimental setup are two laptops, ACER
5740 and Lenovo Thinkpad L520. Both run Ubuntu version 14.04. Each of them
is equipped with three external antennas. A WiFi Network Interface Card (NIC)
with the IEEE 802.11n IWL 5300 chipset, modified drivers and firmware are
installed in the two laptops in the two laptops to function as the transmitter and
receiver. Both WiFi cards in the two laptops were programmed to operate in
monitor mode, which is one of the WiFi modes provided by the IEEE 802.11n
standard to sniff packets in a particular channel. CSI Tool [119] is leveraged to
analyze the data received from the chipset.
4.3.2 Execution
In this section it is explained how the data was collected from the two experi-
ments and how the dimensionality reduction was performed and human presence
detection using those data.
Altogether there were 32 measurement sets gathered for experiment los and
n-los, each experiment consisting of 16 scenarios (12 static, 2 dynamic and 2
reference). The two reference data sets were used to calculate false positives.
For each scenario, the transmitter was programmed to send packets for 60 s at
1000 pkts/s using injection scripts provided by the CSI Tool. Hence, data is
collected for a total of 16× 2 scenarios amounting to a total duration of 32 min-
utes. To avoid interference from other devices, all measurements were collected
in channel 64 which is a 20 MHz WiFi channel with centre frequency 5.32 GHz.
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The parameters used in the experiments are provided in Table 4.1.
The transmission rate of 1000 pkts/s leads to a two dimensional observation
CSI matrix of size (30×Ntx×Nrx)×(Nobs) where Nobs = 60000 for each scenario.
If the observation matrix is directly transformed to the kernel matrix which is of
size Nobs × Nobs, applying PCA or kernel PCA requires heavy usage of system
memory as Nobs is too large. If Nobs is too small, the correlations in the data is
lost. Therefore, each scenario of 60 s is divided into 20 continuous subintervals of
3 s containing a batch of Nobs = 3000 packets. Then kernel PCA was performed
separately on the 20 subintervals and obtained 20 pairs of principal components
and eigenvalues. There is also a practical reason for choosing Nobs = 3000. That
is, 3000 packets correspond to 3 s which is a good response time for occupancy
detection.
Thereafter, for each batch of 3000 packets, kernel PCA is performed with
Gaussian and Polynomial kernels to determine the eigenvalues, best principal
components, and calculate detection percentages. For the two environments los
and n-los, the parameters for the Gaussian kernel are set as explained in Section
4.2.3.1 as Eudth,A = 32, Eudth,B = 35 respectively, σunoccu = f
−1(.95) and σoccu =
f−1(.7). A detection percentage for an experiment is Ndet
Nint
× 100% where Ndet is
the number of intervals that exceeds the detection threshold and Nint is the total
number of intervals. The detection threshold for a particular environment los
or n-los is determined from the two reference datasets (unoccupied room CSI
traces) for the two environments. As each reference dataset consists of 60000
packets corresponding to 60 s, the two datasets are divided into i = 20 groups of
3000 packets and the group that has the highest eigenvalue max(eigi), where eigi
is the eigenvalue of group i is selected as the threshold. Finally, as a comparison,
PCA is applied to the same data and the detection percentages for the selected
principal components are compared in the following section.
4.3.3 Results Analysis
In this section, the True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP) of the presence
detection scheme are quantified. Furthermore, the performance of the underlying
dimension reduction techniques for static and dynamic persons is assessed. Then
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Table 4.1: Experiment parameters for the selected scenarios.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Environment Cluttered Antennas 3× 3
Exp. duration 60 s TX power 15 dBm
# of exp. 15 Channel BW 20 MHz
Link length 5 m Pkt TX rate 1000 pkts/s
Carrier freq. 5.32 GHz Nobs 3000
Table 4.2: Average detection percentages for Exp. los and n-los.
PCA G-kPCA p-kPCA
TP FP TP FP TP FP
los (PC 2 ) 88.3% 0% 90.6% 0% 62.6% 0%
n-los (PC 3 ) 83.3% 5% 88.3% 0% 62.6% 5%
the impact of the selection of principal component and observation interval (Nobs)
on overall detection accuracy is evaluated.
4.3.3.1 Overall detection performance
For both Gaussian kernel PCA and PCA in experiment los the best performing
principal component in terms of detection is PC 2. For polynomial kernel PCA,
PC 3 has the best performance. However, in experiment n-los, PC 3 is con-
sistently providing good detection percentages. It can be argued that the reason
for this is the noise profile of the empty scenario in the two experiments. Since
the link in experiment n-los is non LoS, the received signal is more noisy than
in experiment los, which is a LoS link. Hence in experiment n-los, PCs 1 and
2 capture this variance caused by high fluctuations in the link. Therefore, PC 2
is used for human detection in experiment los and PC 3 for detection in exper-
iment n-los. In Table 4.2, the average percentages of true and false positives
of all the 14 scenarios are provided for the two experiments. On average, the
Gaussian kernel has a better detection performance because of high TPs and low
FPs. The reason for false positives to be zero in most cases is that the threshold
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λth is set as the highest eigenvalue from the intervals of the reference unoccupied





























































































Figure 4.13: Scenario-wise detection percentages of experiments los (top) and
n-los (bottom).
4.3.3.2 Scenario-wise detection performance
Here the performance of each technique is compared under true detection per-
centages for each scenario. Figure 4.13 provides the detection comparison of each
technique scenarios in experiments los (top) and n-los (bottom). 14 scenarios
are considered, two dynamic (ndn, ldn) and 12 static as illustrated in Figure
4.12. Highest detection percentages in general are for the two dynamic scenarios
and for positions near the link such as s12, s23,s32, s43, s52 and s53. Lowest
detections are generally for positions far away from the link such as s11, s21 and
s41.
This behaviour can be explained as follows. When a person is closer to the




        



























Figure 4.14: Comparison of temporal variation in PC 2 of PCA, G-kPCA and



























































































































far away from the link are less and have weak amplitudes so they do not cause
large perturbations in CSI. For the two dynamic scenarios performed in the
experiments, the three techniques have ideal detection rates. This highlights the
fact that the selected approaches are capable of detecting human motion.
4.3.3.3 Performance for a static person
Here, the detection accuracy is evaluated for a static person. The two plots in
Figure 4.13 depict that Gaussian kernel PCA has a consistent detection percent-
age in the static scenarios. Especially for the non LoS link in experiment n-los,
the detection performance is quite above the other two. This can be attributed
to the dynamic parameter adjustment for the Gaussian kernel PCA which was
explained in detail in Section 4.2.3.1. This can be further verified through the
analysis of PC2 (which is yi where i = 2 as calculated in Section 4.2.2). As an
example, the behaviour of PC 2 for a static scenario, especially, for position s32
is illustrated in Figure 4.14.
In Figure 4.14 PC 2 of the Gaussian and Polynomial kernel PCA are compared
to PC 2 of PCA. Additionally, each figure contains PC 2 of the unoccupied room
as a reference. Since the three plots have different scales due to the use of different
kernels for transformation, they are normalised by the maximum range of the
occupied room’s respective PC. The figures show that Gaussian kernel PCA has
enhanced signal amplitude, whereas in the other two cases, the signal is immersed
in noise. The reason is the suppression of noise through dynamic adjustment of σ
in the Gaussian kernel PCA. This provides a consistently high amplitude during
the presence of a person. Polynomial kernel PCA produces high amplitudes when
there is only significant motion. For example in the 20 s and 30 s interval there is
a sudden rise in variation. However, because the comparison is predominantly a
static person in this situation, there can be only occasional movement that can
cause large signal variations. For this reason, the Gaussian kernel performs better
than the other two in mostly static situations. The Polynomial kernel has the


















Figure 4.16: Impact of observation interval Nobs on detection.
4.3.3.4 Impact of the PC on detection
For experiment los, PC 2 was selected to detect a person. Here, it is shown that
the difference in detection percentages in the other three principal components
compared to that of PC 2. Figure 4.15 shows the detection percentage difference
of the other three principal components 1,3 and 4 compared to PC 2. PC 1 has
the highest difference and PC 3 has the lowest for Gaussian kernel PCA and PCA.
Although PC 1 captures the highest variance fundamentally, under-performance
of PC 1 in terms of detection is due to the capture of noise in the unoccupied
environment as explained in Section 4.2.4.
4.3.3.5 Impact of the observation interval on detection
In the presence detection scheme, Nobs = 3000 is selected which consists of 3 s
intervals as the number of observations to perform dimensionality reduction and
human detection. Here the impact of Nobs on presence detection using Gaussian
kernel PCA and Polynomial kernel PCA is evaluated. Figure 4.16 illustrates
the detection percentage variation with increase of Nobs for a single scenario in
experiment los.
Summarizing the results, it can be stated that human detection based on
Gaussian kernel PCA is quite efficient in adverse conditions such as stationary
users and non LoS links. Although the Polynomial kernel PCA based approach










Figure 4.17: Temporal variation of PC 2 of a walking person in Section 3.3.2
after applying G-kPCA to reduce dimensions.
4.4 Discussion
This section discusses limitations and possible augmentations to the dimension-
ality reduction techniques and the human presence detection scheme. This work
explored only the efficient usage of CSI amplitude on human presence detection
through non-linear techniques. However, the phase response can also be incor-
porated in the detection, especially given that the correlation between amplitude
and phase are non-linear. This presence detection approach requires prior knowl-
edge of the environment to determine principal components, thresholds and to
adjust parameters. Since non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques are used,
the computational complexity increases with the observation interval, Nobs. How-
ever, the advantage of these techniques is that the complexity is not dependent
on the number of dimensions. Here, the detection performance of the scheme is
not analyzed in the presence of multiple occupants. However, in such a situation
a high detection performance can be expected from this system compared to a
single person because multiple persons create more movements and disrupt more
paths than a single person.
With enhanced detection accuracy provided especially by the Gaussian kernel,
this non-linear technique can be extended to multiple occupant detection and
activity recognition. As an example for an activity recognition scenario, in Figure
4.17 the second PC of the experiment performed to validate the human presence
detection model in Section 3.3 is plotted. During this experiment, the person’s
trajectory lies perpendicular to the link. The person’s movement is plotted during
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the interval 1 s to 6 s, as a reference, occupied room noise is plotted during the
interval 0 s to 1 s.
4.5 Conclusions
In this work, a nonlinear approach to detect human presence using CSI provided
by off-the-shelf WiFi chipsets is provided. First the effect of humans on CSI
amplitude is analyzed using an experiment and using that the linear/non-linear
relationships among CSI subcarrier amplitudes are discovered. These correlations
are exploited by introducing non-linear techniques to reduce CSI dimensions and
then human presence is detected with just two WiFi transceivers. The overall
detection performance of the system is evaluated through true and false positives.
It is shown that especially the Gaussian kernel can achieve a higher detection




In this chapter, an ambient fall detection approach based on WiFi CSI, termed
FallDeFi, is presented. As highlighted in Section 2.2.2 prior work on fall detection
using CSI have only considered time domain approaches for fall detection and
time-frequency analysis is used for activity recognition only. In this work, the
latter approach is followed because time-frequency feature extraction and analysis
has significant advantages compared to pure time domain or frequency domain
analysis. The main advantage is the amplitude information in both time and
frequency axes are available for analysis which has enabled researchers to identify
the Doppler shift in WiFi signals.
Even though existing WiFi activity recognition systems classify falls among
other generic activities, these systems do not analyze the robustness of fall de-
tection among activities that have similar characteristics to falls. As an example,
daily activities like sitting down, standing up, jumping, and bending and pick-
ing up objects have similar time-frequency patterns that can mislead the system.
Therefore, specialized features that distinguish these activities are required espe-
cially given that fall detection is closely related to safety and health of elderly
people. Additionally, these features have to be resilient to changes in the envi-
ronment enabling easy deployment of a pre-trained system and do not require
retraining due to changes in the environment. In FallDeFi, fall detection of com-
modity WiFi devices is combined with established signal processing and feature
extraction techniques from radar based fall detection to create a low cost, reliable

























Figure 5.1: FallDeFi system architecture.
5.1 System Overview
The proposed system, FallDeFi, is an ambient/device-free, indoor fall detection
system that uses commodity WiFi devices as the physical fall monitoring infras-
tructure. FallDeFi continuously monitors the occupant activities by processing
CSI captured from WiFi signal receivers to identify falls. When it detects an
activity, it classifies this as either a fall or a non-fall using a pre-trained model.
However, this model has to be accurate and resilient to variations in the channel
caused by changes in the monitored environment either as a result of changes in
furniture locations, other big items in the space or even WiFi transceiver/antenna
positions. To address these requirements, the system, illustrated in Figure 5.1 is
built in a modularized manner: (i) Data Collection and Preprocessing, (ii) Fea-
ture Extraction and (iii) Fall Classification, inspired by radar fall detection [12]
and WiFi activity recognition [26] architectures. In this section, the objectives
of each module and the components therein are summarized while details about
the motivations for selection and the related state of the art of each module and
the components are mentioned under the heading of each module in Section 5.3.
The Data Collection and Preprocessing module is responsible for collecting
the raw CSI signals from WiFi devices and processing them to obtain a clean and
informative spectrogram for time-frequency analysis. To this end, this module
addresses three issues that occur with CSI : (i) obtaining a fixed rate of CSI amid
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packet losses due to weak signals in through-wall and non-LoS links, (ii) remov-
ing noise in the subcarriers without losing high frequency components especially
when the signal is weak, and (iii) extracting the most effective streams from the
subcarriers as input to the spectrogram for increased computational efficiency.
To solve these issues linear interpolation, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
based noise filtering and PCA based stream decorrelation and selection are used
respectively.
The Feature Extraction module has three main functions: (i) detection of start
and end of an event, this component should detect 100% of human induced events,
(ii) extraction of features during the detected event interval, and (iii) selection
of features that classify events. Since a spectrogram is used to extract features,
events are detected from a Power burst Curve (PBC) which is commonly used in
radar fall detection to detect events in a spectrogram. Once an event is detected,
features are extracted both from the spectrogram and the PBC. While the spec-
trogram provides spectral features, the PBC provides time and amplitude related
features. Once the features are extracted, sequential forward selection is used to
determine the environment independent features and feed them to the classifier.
Finally, the Fall Classification module classifies the detected events into falls and
non-falls using the extracted features. Algorithm 1 provides the detailed flow
of events and the inputs and outputs of each module from the moment CSI is
collected until falls are detected, as implemented in FallDeFi.
5.2 CSI Preliminaries
WiFi devices that operate in IEEE 802.11a/g/n/ac use OFDM as the modula-
tion scheme to send data using multiple subcarriers in a single 20 MHz WiFi
channel. The receiver measures a discrete CFR in time and frequency as phase
and amplitude in the form of CSI for an antenna pair. The CSI amplitude and
phase H(t; fi) of a subcarrier i at time t and frequency fi can be modeled as a
combination of unaffected and affected components due to human motion:






−∞ fDk (v)dve−jκ(t,fi) (5.1)
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Algorithm 2: FallDeFi, fall detection algorithm
input : CSIraw - CSI measurements of a tint second interval from
m× n antenna pairs
output: Fall detection
12 Initialization : Nˆth, PBCth ;
13 foreach antenna pair do
14 foreach subcarrier do
15 CSIinterp ← LinearInterpolate (CSIraw);
16 CSIwden ← WaveletDenoise (CSIinterp);
17 end
18 PCs ← PCA (CSIwden);
19 selected PCs ← SelectOptimumPrincipalComponents (PCs);
20 foreach selected PC do Sraw(n,k) ← ComputeSpectrogram
(selected PC);
21 end
22 Savg(n,k) ← AverageAllSpectrograms (Sraw(n,k));
23 S(n,k) ← ProcessSpectrogram (Savg(n,k));
24 PBC(n) ← ConstructPowerBurstCurve (S(n,k)) ;
25 if PBC(n) > PBCth then // Fall-like event detection
26 feature vector ← ExtractFeatures (PBC(n), S(n,k));
27 Fall ← SVM(trained model, feature vector) // Classify falls
and non-falls
28 end
where Hu(t, fi) is the component unaffected by human motion and ak(t) is the
amplitude of a single path scattered of a human, fDk is the Doppler frequency
shift due to human motion and e−jκ(t,fi) is the unknown phase shift due to carrier
frequency offset and packet detection delay.
PCA captures a measure of Doppler shift as the varying rate of the propa-
gation path length in the time domain [26]. This signal can be converted to the
time-frequency domain using STFT to extract features. Due to the unknown
phase shift, the CSI phase is unusable without calibration. Therefore, activ-
ity recognition schemes eliminate this by obtaining only the amplitude response,
||H(t, fi)|| [26; 101; 102; 120]. However, using the amplitude response alone loses
the direction of the Doppler shift.
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Due to weak signals in certain links caused by non line of sight connections and
wall penetration in indoor environments, some packet losses can occur (< 1%).
To counter the loss of information due to packet loss, two steps are taken,
a) packet transmission rate is set well above the Nyquist sampling rate. In this
work, the transmission rate is set as (1000 Hz) well above the rates usually
required for a successful fall detection (the Nyquist sampling frequency of a
fall is < 350 Hz as in eq. 5.6 for WiFi at 5.2 GHz and even lower at 2.4 GHz).
b) signal strengths are interpolated on individual subcarriers. In order to ob-
tain the same sample rate for all the traces, linear interpolation is preferred.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2.1, Intel 5300 chipsets extract CSI from WiFi
receivers. CSI subcarriers from these devices consist of noise from several sources
e.g. radio frequency interference, multipath propagation and noise from imper-
fections of the chipsets. When subcarrier streams are decorrelated through PCA,
noise present in the subcarriers makes the first PC unusable. Therefore, some
research work has neglected the first PC and relied only on the information in
other principal components [26]. However, as the first PC contains the most
information as it corresponds to the highest eigenvalue among all the principal
components, neglecting this could result in losing information. First, in Sec-
tion 5.3.1 a noise filtering approach is introduced and then in Section 5.3.2 its
impact on the first PC is discussed.
5.3.1 Noise Filtering
Initially, several time and frequency domain noise filtering approaches were con-
sidered. Time domain approaches such as median or mean filters can distort the
signal, and vital high frequency components may also be lost. Although frequency
domain approaches like bandpass filters (e.g. Butterworth) remove the noise well
for narrow bands, this is an out-of-band noise filtering technique. If a bandpass
filter with a larger passband is used, the residual noise will have a higher contri-
bution and a smaller passband cuts off vital signal components. Since CSI has
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noise in all bands, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) which is an in-band noise
filtering technique is chosen for this work. Through careful parameter selection,
DWT filtering eliminates in-band noise, preserves high frequency components and
introduces less distortions to the signal.
In DWT-based noise filtering, by transformation into the wavelet domain the
signal is divided into multiple frequency levels called wavelet levels (L) that consist
of approximate αL and detailed coefficients βl. The denoising procedure involves












n−2lk, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} (5.3)










where the gs and hs are the wavelet basis functions (in this work symlet basis
functions are selected). The highest wavelet level, L, is considered noise, based
on that, noise level and the threshold for that level is estimated. Subsequently,
the threshold is adapted to lower wavelet levels based on signal variance at that
level, and then noise is cut off in lower wavelet levels without distorting the signal
component. The underlying model of the noisy signal βlk is of the following form
βlk = bk + σek (5.5)
where bk is the denoised signal, ek is the noise level and σ is the noise variance.
As an example, for a Nyquist sampling rate of 1000 Hz, assuming that human
falls do not occur beyond 250 Hz, the highest wavelet level 250 Hz to 500 Hz is
considered noise. Since the maximum velocity of a falling human just before hit-
ting the ground is typically 5 ms−1 [121], applying the Doppler frequency formula
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to a 5.2 GHz WiFi signal returns a maximum Doppler frequency of δfmax ≈
175 Hz, which is well below 250 Hz. Thus all frequency components above 250Hz
can be removed, however, to avoid distortions in other frequencies, not all high-
frequencies components are removed but only those with limited influence on the
signal. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The parameters that are initialized for
wavelet denoising are discussed in Section 5.6 under System calibration.
Figures 5.3a and 5.3b illustrate the transformation of a noisy subcarrier am-
plitude to a noiseless signal through the selected strategies. The effect of noise
filtering on the first principal component is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The ef-
fect of this noise filtering approach on fall classification accuracy is illustrated in
Section 5.7.1.1.
5.3.2 Subcarrier Decorrelation and Stream Selection
A single antenna pair provides 30 streams of CSI from 30 subcarriers and they
are mostly correlated, especially when there is an activity [26]. However, for
time-frequency analysis, as few streams as possible are required to reduce the
computational overhead in constructing the spectrogram for feature extraction.
Methods like averaging a set of streams or selecting a subset of streams do not
capture the variations in all the subcarriers effectively. Therefore, the CSI streams
are decorrelated using PCA and the minimum number of resulting orthogonal
streams, i.e, the principle components that capture x% of the variance contained
in the 30 subcarriers are selected.
In PCA, a linear transformation ensures the projection of CSI subcarrier am-
plitudes to a new orthogonal coordinate system such that the highest variance is
present in the first coordinate, the next highest variance is present in the second
coordinate, and so on. The linear transformation in PCA ensures that the cumu-
lative variance in the resultant coordinates is equal to the cumulative variance in
all the original subcarriers. These coordinates are called the Principal Compo-
nents (PCs), and the amount of variance in a principle component is explained by
the respective eigenvalue obtained through PCA. Due to the DWT-based noise
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Decomposition at level 4: s=a4+d4+d3+d2+d1
s
time (s)
Figure 5.2: DWT filtering used in this work. s is the noisy signal and a 4 level
sym3 wavelet is applied to s. d1, d2, d3 and d4 are detailed coefficients and a4 is
the approximate coefficient obtained from wavelet transform. The thresholds of
detailed coefficients are marked in the dashed blue line.
filtering and PCA as per Section 5.3.1, the first two to three PCs are, on average
sufficient to capture the majority of the variance in the original 30 subcarriers.
The number of PCs for a particular activity are selected to satisfy the equation,
Captured variance =
Cumulative variance of selected PCs
Cumulative variance of all 30 subcarriers
(5.7)
The selection of PCs satisfying the value of captured variance as in eq. 5.7
is empirical and it is described in Section 5.7.1.2. As PCA is an unsupervised
machine learning approach, selecting a fixed number of PCs can include noisy
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components for some activities and lesser information for others. Unlike previous
research that use a fixed number of PCs [26; 101], FallDeFi selects the required
minimum number of PCs dynamically for each activity depending on the number
of PCs that satisfy the predefined captured variance.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show how the noise filtering at subcarrier level has a higher
impact on the noise level of the first principal component than on the subcarrier.
As highlighted in Section 5.3.1, the figure shows that the noise present in raw
subcarriers can result in high frequency noise in the first principal component,
especially on occasions when there are no activities. Additionally, it can be
observed that for noisy links, high frequency noise has a higher impact on the
first principal component compared to the signal itself. Figure 5.5 shows the
first three principal components for the same activity when de-noising is applied
before PCA.
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(b) Subcarrier after Wavelet denoising.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the amplitude variation of 1st subcarrier before and
after wavelet denoising
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(b) PC 1 after noise filtering.
Figure 5.4: Effects of de-noising are more prominent in PC 1 of Fig. 5.4b than in































Figure 5.5: Comparison of the resultant first three PCs after wavelet de-noising
and then PCA.
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5.4.1 Spectrogram and its Parameter Selection
After CSI data collection and preprocessing, a transformation to time-frequency
domain is necessary to perform the feature extraction. For time-frequency anal-
ysis, various linear and non-linear techniques exist especially among radar fall
detection [12] approaches. Among these, non-linear methods tend to distort the
frequency components generated by falls. Additionally, among the various time-
frequency feature extraction methods, STFT spectrogram features have outper-
formed DWT features in recent radar fall detection research [77]. Therefore,
STFT is selected for time frequency analysis.
In STFT, the frequency resolution is inversely proportional to the time resolu-
tion. Hence, this requires to select an optimal window size to obtain satisfactory
time and frequency resolutions for the required application. With CSI measure-
ments for human falls having frequencies up to a theoretical maximum of 175 Hz in
the 5 GHz band, and as changes in time occur in the sub-second range, an FFT
window size of 512 samples at a sampling rate of 1000 pkts/s is selected. The
overlap size of two windows is chosen to be 256 samples for two reasons: a) it
is the optimum overlap size for the Hamming window used in FFT, b) higher
value increases the computational efforts as it introduces high interpolation. The
selected parameters provide a frequency resolution of
sample rate
FFTsize
≈ 2 Hz (5.8)
and a time resolution of
window − overlap
sample rate
≈ 0.1 s (5.9)
. Taking into consideration that a fall can occur within a minimum time duration
of 2s and a minimum frequency range of 30Hz, the selected STFT parameters can
collect a minimum of 20 data points in time axis and 15 data points in frequency
axis for feature extraction.
First, the optimum number of principal components that capture 95 % of
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5.4 Time Frequency Analysis
total variance of all the subcarriers is obtained. Then STFT is applied on the se-
lected principal components individually and the resultant spectrogram matrices
averaged to compute a mean spectrogram matrix for each activity according to
[26; 101]. As the principal components are orthogonal to each other and each of
them consist of unique frequency components, by averaging the spectrograms, a
spectrogram with a higher amount of information can be obtained. The spectro-
grams obtained through this process for four types of falls (trip, slip, lose balance
and lose consciousness) and other activities (sit, stand, bend and pick an object,
jump, walk and no event) are illustrated in figure 5.6.
5.4.2 Spectrogram Processing
Before extracting the features corresponding to falls and fall-like activities, the
main event has to be isolated to obtain a clear spectrogram that characterizes only
the falls and fall-like events. Therefore, time-frequency energies not occurring
within the main event interval are treated as noise and are removed from the
spectrogram.
In the literature, spectrogram thresholding is a common technique that seg-
ments spectrograms [78; 79]. To determine the threshold, the noise at high fre-
quencies of the spectrogram is estimated. When the histogram of the amplitudes
at high frequencies (>250 Hz) is constructed, it can be observed that it can be
approximated with a Gaussian distribution which is also consistent with previ-
ous time-frequency analysis work [122]. This is due to the fact that events do
not occur beyond 175 Hz and this region is dominated by noisy parts. If low
frequency amplitudes were also considered, the histogram would deviate from
the Gaussian distribution and would become more skewed, due to the effects of
human movement events at low frequencies. Hence, only the frequencies beyond
250 Hz are chosen to estimate the spectrogram segmentation threshold Nˆth. The
spectrogram segmentation threshold can be defined as
Nˆth = µ+ kσ kR (5.10)
where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian approxi-
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mation of the noise histogram from 250 Hz upwards. The value k is selected to
tune the spectrogram segmentation threshold for different environments so that
the weak energy parts around the extreme frequencies of the main event are pre-
served and noise energy is segmented (Figure 5.7). An average value for k can be
determined by measuring noise in several spectrograms for a particular link.
S(n, k) =
{
S(n, k) if S(n, k) ≥ Nˆth
0 if S(n, k) < Nˆth
(5.11)
After spectrogram segmentation, disconnected regions may appear due to
weak reflections off the limbs or other minor motions during a fall, which can
cause weak energy components to be scattered around the extreme frequencies
of the main event. For this reason, morphological dilation is performed [123]
to connect close yet broken spectrogram segments that are within a predefined
frequency. The regions that were not connected are then removed from the main
event region, specified as disconnected region removal. This procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 5.7.
5.4.3 Event Detection
A fall event occurs typically within a 2 to 3 s period [100; 121], comprising high
frequency/energy components that are not so apparent in other activities which
can also be accompanied by low frequency/energy events prior to and after a
fall. Therefore, it is important to localize the fall from other events to feed the
fall specific features to simplify the fall classification. Thus, the event detection
step should be able to effectively localize only the high energy/frequency fall and
fall-like activities. For these reasons, the typical time domain event detection
methods cannot be used. Instead, a PBC [77] is used to detect and localize high
frequency events. Unlike Doppler radars, the current spectrogram S(n, k) does
not associate negative frequencies as the motion direction is not captured by CSI.




|S(n, k)|, n = 1, 2, . . . , N (5.12)
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where kl is the lower frequency bound and ku is the upper frequency bound. Even
though a fall may have frequency components in excess of 100 Hz in the 5.2 GHz
WiFi band, the strongest signal energy of high frequency events including falling
and other similar activities are concentrated between 5 Hz to 30 Hz. The fre-
quency components within this range correspond to reflections from a large body
of mass like the torso. Therefore, kl = 5 Hz and ku = 25 Hz are set, signal powers
are summed between this range and when this exceeds a predefined threshold,






where Nˆth is the estimated noise threshold in eq. 5.10, which is dependent on
the link. Note that the upper frequency of the PBC is 25Hz which is set 5Hz
lower than 30Hz to provide a margin for detecting low energy signals within the
5-30Hz frequency range. In this case, the power burst curve threshold PBCth is
determined by summing the noise amplitude, Nˆth, estimated in previous section
within the 5 to 25 Hz frequency range. This process is illustrated in Figures 5.8a
and 5.8b. Unlike time domain prescreeners, the main advantage of this approach
is the isolation and detection of events within a specific frequency range.
5.5 Feature Extraction and Classification
This section explains the set of features that were extracted from the spectrogram
for classification. From previous research that involve time-frequency features, a
pool of features that have been successful were chosen and tested on the traces
collected for both falls and non-falls. First, from the collected traces, the features
that correctly classify the falls were identified, and termed as Original Features
(OFs). From these features, a feature subset which is more robust when environ-
ment changes occur is chosen and is called Selected Features (SFs). To select these
two types of features, a commonly used yet simple sequential forward selection
algorithm [124] is used. This algorithm can be summarized as follows:
i) Start with an empty feature set,
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5.5 Feature Extraction and Classification
ii) Determine the next feature that produces the best classification performance
when used collectively with previously chosen feature/features,
iii) Update the best feature set,
iv) Repeat from step 2 until all the features are tested.
Two criteria are used to select OFs and SFs in this algorithm. For OFs, the
criterion is the highest accuracy when trained and tested on the same data. For
SFs, the criterion is highest accuracy when trained and tested on two different
data sets. Table 5.1 illustrates both sets of features and the classification results
of these two features are explained in Section 5.7.2.
5.5.1 Original Features
As shown in Table 5.1, the extracted spectral features are as follows.
(i) Extreme frequency features [77; 123]: mean, standard deviation and maxi-
mum of the extreme frequency curve.
(ii) Torso frequency features : mean, standard deviation and maximum of the
torso frequency curve. The percentile method is used to obtain the torso
frequency curve which is the least affected method by noise and other limb
motions according to [79].
Table 5.1: Extracted features from sequential forward selection
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5.5 Feature Extraction and Classification
(iii) The ratio between maximum extreme frequency and maximum extreme
torso frequency. Falls have both higher extreme frequencies and higher
torso frequencies.
(iv) Spectral entropy. This is a normalized feature and measures the textural
properties of a fall (randomness in the distribution of energy in a spectro-
gram) [125]. As an example, a fall has a higher entropy than other events at
both lower and higher frequencies due to a high fluctuation in amplitudes.




p(ni) ln p(ni) (5.14)
where kl and ku are lower and upper frequency bounds. p(ni) is the










of spectrogram amplitudes S(n, k) mentioned in Section 5.4.2. Even though
a range of frequencies were picked initially, the frequency ranges that pro-
duced the best fall classification from the feature selection algorithm are the
following: (a) 1 to 10 Hz, (b) 10 to 30 Hz and (c) 30 Hz to max frequency.
(v) Fractal dimension: This feature, calculated using the Hausdorff dimen-
sion [126] method, measures the roughness of the extreme frequency curve
during the detected event interval. Since a fall includes whole body move-
ments, movements including hands, body and head and leg unlike ADLs
that include only certain parts of the body, it can be observed that the
extreme frequency curve has a chaotic nature. Additionally, this is a nor-
malized feature which can extract features robust to environment changes.
The extracted power burst curve features are as follows:
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i) Event duration: Typically a fall has a duration of 2 to 3 s [100; 121], whereas
other events have a range of durations depending on the activity. This is
a characteristic unique to a fall which is independent of the environment
and additionally, it can distinguish other events that have high frequency
components yet the duration is either longer or shorter in length.
ii) Ratio of energy above and below the PBC threshold : Some events have high
frequencies but low energy in those frequencies, however, falls have high
powers in high frequencies as well as a significant amount of energy in those
frequencies. This helps to separate falls from other such activities.
5.5.2 Selected Features
One of the major goals of the fall detection scheme is to classify falls with high ro-
bustness to environment changes. As shown in Table 5.1, the feature subset that
best satisfied this criterion are: event duration, spectral entropy (1 to 10 Hz & 10
to 30 Hz) and fractal dimension. Note that spectral entropies above 30 Hz are not
being used for classification. For positions that are far from the link, especially
when the link is weak due to non line of sight conditions, even when high frequency
components are produced during falls, they are not captured by the system. As it
is visible in Figure 5.6, low frequency components have higher energy than higher
frequency components. When falls occur far from the link, amplitudes of higher
frequencies are further weakened. Therefore, such falls tend to get misclassified
with fast sitting down or standing up of stronger links. However, fractal dimen-
sion of the extreme frequency curve still produced a robust classification during
environment changes. The classification results of the selected features compared
to originally extracted features are presented in Section 5.7.2.2.
5.5.3 Classifier Selection
Binary classification is performed to separate a fall from other activities because
of two reasons. Firstly, only a fall requires to be distinguished from a non-falling
event. Secondly, the features are specially suitable for distinguishing falls from
other events and not the individual activities. As performance of a classifier is
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Accuracy F1 Score Precision Recall








Figure 5.9: Classifier comparison. Performance of SVM is higher than others in
all the metrics.
mostly dependent on the data set, several classifiers (logistic regression, naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and random forest) were compared be-
fore choosing one. SVM was implemented using the LIBSVM [127] tool set, and
the hyper-parameters σ and c were chosen through five-fold cross validation. For
random forest, the number of trees was set to 25 as it provides high classifica-
tion accuracy and avoids significant over-fitting. Then the performance of each
classifier was compared as shown in Figure 5.9. Based on these results, SVM
with Radial Basis Function kernel provided the best performance out of the four
classifiers and it was used for the rest of the analysis.
5.6 Evaluation Setup
In this section, the environments in which the experiments were performed, the
hardware and software tools, the types of data sets that were gathered, the type
of activities that were conducted to distinguish falls, and finally, the evaluation
metrics that were used to measure the performance of FallDeFi are presented.
5.6.1 Experimental Environments
To evaluate the performance of the fall detection system across diverse conditions,



























































































































illustrates the experimentation environments. Marked in yellow crosses is the
area that both falls and other activities were performed in. To avoid injuries
to the volunteers due to the limited space, in the area marked in blue crosses,
other activities are performed. As shown in the figure, these environments include
an apartment, a laboratory, and a bathroom and a toilet. The experimentation
area of the apartment consists of two bedrooms, a corridor and the kitchen.
The experiments were conducted in typical indoor environments to encompass
cluttered, uncluttered, LoS, non-LoS and through-wall scenarios. The link types
of all environments are as follows:
(i) kitchen - 4 m link, LoS cluttered environment,
(ii) corridor - 9 m link, LoS uncluttered environment,
(iii) lab - 7 m link, non-LoS cluttered,
(iv) two bedrooms - 5 m link, through wall (single wall with decoupled and
insulated plaster partition), and
(v) bathroom and toilet - 5 m link, through wall (two walls, each having a
plaster partition).
5.6.2 Hardware and Software Setup
FallDeFi was implemented using commercial WiFi devices, the transmitter and
receiver in each link consist of two Linux laptops. Each of them is equipped with
two external omnidirectional antennas. In each laptop, a WiFi network interface
card with the IEEE 802.11n Intel WiFi Link 5300 chipset was installed, the driver
and firmware were modified in the laptops to function as transmitter and receiver.
The WiFi chipsets in the laptops operate in monitor mode which is one of the
IEEE 802.11n WiFi modes to sniff packets in a particular channel. CSI Tool [119]
was used to analyze the data collected from the chipsets. The source code and




































































































































































































































































During the data collection period for each activity, the transmitter sends 1000,
100 Byte packets over a tint=10 s duration resulting in a data rate of 800 kb/s.
Therefore, 10 000 packets were collected corresponding to 30× 10000 CSI values
for each antenna pair for each activity. All experiments were performed in the
5.2 GHz band because it has less interference than the 2.4 GHz band and the
bandwidth of activities are higher than in 2.4 GHz. Table 5.2 illustrates the
amount of repetitions of falls and other activities that were conducted in each
environment. In each environment except the lab, two data sets A and B were
collected on two different days with changes in the environment. The lab data
set is used as the training environment for robustness studies in section 5.7.2.2.
The table further illustrates the changes from data sets A to B. Collection of data
sets A and B for bedrooms and kitchen followed a gap of 33 days while corridor
and bathroom data sets had gaps of 7 and 10 days between them. Additionally,
from A to B the corridor and bathroom transmitters were moved by 0.5 m from
the original positions to synthetically generate environment changes as these two
places are not cluttered by objects. In the kitchen, non line of sight furniture
was moved. In the bedroom, kitchen and bathroom, during the collection of data
set B, another person was present in the monitoring area besides the person who
falls.
5.6.4 System Calibration
FallDeFi depends on input parameters at four different stages: denoising, stream
selection after PCA, spectrogram processing and at threshold selection for event
detection. Denoising and PCA stream selection parameters are selected only
once and these parameters are not changed across environments. Spectrogram
processing and event detection parameters depend on the testing environment.
However, the process of initializing them is mentioned here.
5.6.4.1 Denoising
There are four parameters that must be initialized in wavelet de-noising: the
wavelet function and its coefficients, the number of wavelet levels, and the thresh-
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olding strategy. As there are several strategies to select these four parameters,
they were studied heuristically to select the best strategy for CSI signals. The
amount of noise in CSI is the main characteristic that changes from one environ-
ment to another. Once the strategies are selected, DWT adjusts its thresholds
to lower wavelet levels by estimating the noise in the highest wavelet. Therefore,
this is a one time selection and initialization for all experiment environments.
The criterion for tuning those parameters are: high correlation of the synthe-
sized signal to the original signal after de-noising, preservation of high frequency
components, and computational complexity.
The synthesized signals were obtained by considering different parameter com-
binations and they were compared to the raw signals using the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient. The parameters used in the synthesized signals that yielded a
high correlation compared to the raw signals were selected and they were ‘sym-
let’ wavelet function with three coefficients and 10 wavelet levels. The wavelet
function ‘symlet’ is chosen from other commonly used wavelet functions such as
‘Haar’, ‘Daubechies’ and ‘Morlet’, the considered wavelet coefficients were 2, 3, 4
and 5 and the wavelet levels were 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12. As the wavelet coefficient
increases in number, the time resolution and computation time increases while
the wavelet level increases, frequency resolution and computation time increase.
The thresholding strategy used is: fixed-form threshold with threshold rescaling
for individual wavelet levels and soft thresholding [129]. Fixed form threshold-
ing is selected by comparing with other commonly used strategies like ‘rigsure’,
‘heursure’ and ‘minimaxi’.
5.6.4.2 Stream Selection
PCA stream selection requires only one parameter (captured variance) to be ini-
tialized and it is fixed for all environments. The main goal of captured variance
initialization is to avoid selecting noisy PCs for the spectrogram. However, de-




Tripping SlippingLoss of balance Loss of consciousness
Figure 5.11: Falling Types.
Table 5.3: Performed activities in the experiments.








walk, jump, no event
bend and pickup
random event open, close door, raise hands
sit down, stand up floor, chair
5.6.4.3 Spectrogram Processing and Event Detection
The threshold Nˆth used for spectrogram segmentation of each ADL is estimated
by considering several spectrograms corresponding to different activities for each
environment. During the calibration phase Nˆth for each spectrogram is obtained
from each environment and a median segmentation threshold is computed for
that environment. During the testing phase, this threshold segments all the
spectrograms to isolate the main activity’s time-frequency components. Since
the power burst curve threshold (PBCth) is dependent on this threshold, event
detection step is also impacted by this value.
5.6.5 Activity Types
Table 5.3 specifies the types of activities that were considered in the experiments.
Some of the activities in the main category have other variations, i.e, trip, slip,
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lose consciousness and lose balance can occur either as a forward, backward,
lateral or as an on-position motion. These variations were mainly considered to
avoid over-fitting to a particular falling motion. As each person may imitate
the falls uniquely, to avoid over-fitting to a particular person, three volunteers
aged between 27 to 30 years with different physiques performed the activities.
In all experimentation environments, two combinations of those volunteers were
evaluated: only one person is in the area of interest, two persons are in the
area (when one person performs falling activities, the other is either involved in
regular activities or is motionless). More than two volunteers were not used in
the experiments due to the application scenario, elderly falls go unnoticed when
the inhabitants live independently. Hence, the system should be properly tuned
to the worst case scenario where a single or couple of occupants are in the area
of interest.
5.6.6 Evaluation Metrics
The following metrics that are commonly used in machine learning tasks are used
here to evaluate the performance:
Accuracy =
TP + TN














where TP = true positives, FP = false positives, TN = true negatives and FN
= false negatives. Note that true positives are manually annotated falls that
are correctly detected, false positives are non-falls that are detected as falls, true
negatives are non-falls that are detected as non-falls and false negatives are falls
that are detected as non-falls. Out of these metrics, recall and precision are
the most important measures for the system. Recall provides the fraction of
falls that were correctly identified among actual falls by the system. Precision
identifies the fraction of relevant falls among all the detected falls, therefore it is a
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measure of false alarms. F1 score is the harmonic mean of these two metrics and
accuracy identifies the fraction of correctly identified falls and non-falls out of all
the detected events. For a good fall detection scheme all four metrics should be
high, ideally close to 100 %.
5.7 Performance Evaluation
In this section the performance of FallDeFi is evaluated in different conditions,
i.e., rooms, link types, persons and activities as mentioned in Section 5.6. First,
the performance of individual signal processing components of the system is eval-
uated and their optimum operating points are identified. Then the performance
of the extracted features in classifying falls, i.e, OFs and SFs are analysed as de-
fined in Section 5.5. Unless otherwise mentioned, for the rest of the evaluations
only the SFs (event duration, spectral entropy (1 to 10 Hz & 10 to 30 Hz) and
fractal dimension) are used for classification, as detailed in Section 5.5.2. Finally
the performance of the system is compared with two state of the art schemes
(CARM [26] and RTFall [100]).
A similar pattern of high variance in the classification accuracy in all exper-
iments was noticed as a consequence of two reasons: a) low sample size of the
data sets and b) class imbalance between falls and other fall like activities. As
a solution, synthetic samples were generated from the data using the Synthetic
Minority Over Sampling Technique (SMOTE) [130].
5.7.1 Optimization and Validation of Different Compo-
nents of FallDeFi
5.7.1.1 Validation of Noise Filtering
A wavelet based de-noising technique was introduced in Section 5.3.1. Recall that
this approach enabled the first principal component (together with other principal
components) in constructing the spectrogram even for noisy links. In this section
the overall classification performance is compared if the first principal component










Accuracy F1 Score Precision Recall
Figure 5.12: Performance with and without de-noising as mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.3.1.
for all the noisy and noiseless data sets and illustrates that noise filtering improves
the performance metrics by 5 % to 10 %.
5.7.1.2 Selection of the Optimum Number of Principal Components
As explained in Section 5.3.2, the optimum number of principal components to
be used in the spectrogram is heuristic and this number is determined by the
captured variance metric. Here the classification results are compared with the
captured variance of CSI which ranges from 85 % to 99 % corresponding to the
required maximum number of principal components. The 100 % value for cap-
tured variance is not plotted as it does not reduce the original number of CSI
streams and requires a significant amount of computational time as all the prin-
cipal components have to be used in the spectrogram. As depicted in Figure 5.4a
the classification performance (y axis in the figure) increases up to 95 % of cap-
tured variance (x axis) and starts to reduce from thereon. This shows that
choosing principal components corresponding to captured variance below 95%
may not provide enough information. Moreover, using a higher number includes
noisy principal components which again reduces the performance. Therefore, in
FallDeFi, 95 % of captured variance is selected as the optimum value for principal





































































































































































5.7.1.3 Performance of FallDeFi under Different Transmission Rates
Here the range of transmission rates for which FallDeFi performs well is evalu-
ated. The testing is done for rates ranging from 200 pkts/s to 1000 pkts/s with
increments of 200 pkts/s. Different rates were achieved by down-sampling the
transmission rate of 1000 pkt/s used in all the experiments so that parameters
such as activities, positions and environments are fixed and the only variable is
the sampling rate. The performance, as shown in Figure 5.4b, is constant up to a
transmission rate of 600 pkts/s and starts deteriorating from 400 pkts/s onward.
This behavior is due to the fact that when the transmission rate is reduced, the
bandwidth of the measured activity is also reduced. Thus, low frequency activ-
ities are perceived to be similar to high frequency activities resulting in lower
classification accuracies. These results indicate that the performance of the sys-
tem is consistent up to transmission rates of 600 pkts/s. Nonetheless, all the
analysis in this paper was conducted using transmission rates of 1000 pkts/s.
5.7.2 Evaluations of the Original and Selected Features
As explained in Section 5.5 a set of STFT-based features were extracted which
were termed as Original Features (OF). Then, Section 5.5.2 used sequential for-
ward selection to select a feature set from the OFs that is robust to environment
changes and were termed as Selected Features (SFs). In this section the evalua-
tion of OFs and SFs across all the defined performance metrics is presented and
the classification performance of the system is analyzed in the two groups A and
B listed in Table 5.2 in three different ways:
(i) First the classification performance is assessed in training and testing on
the same data set (A,A& B,B). For this 8 SVM models were trained for
Corridor, Bedroom, Kitchen and Bathroom in groups A and B and tested
on the same data set in each group by dividing them into 70% training and
30% testing.
(ii) Then the classification performance was analyzed for training on group A
and testing on group B (denoted as A,B). Four SVM models are trained for
the data (corridor, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom) in group A and tested on
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the corresponding data in group B. Here, whether the models are resilient
to changes that occur over time in the same environment is tested since the
data in group B were collected several days after group A’s data.
(iii) Finally, an SVM model is trained for the Lab data set in group A and test on
each data set in groups A and B of the other four environments (denoted as
Lab, A+B). Here, it is tested whether a model can be trained in a completely
different environment and still be applied to other environments to eliminate
the need for training each time a new system is deployed.
5.7.2.1 Performance of Original Features
Here the performance of 8 models on the eight testing data sets consisting of OFs
are evaluated. The average results are illustrated in Table 5.5a as OF: A,A&
B,B. The figure shows that for OFs, all the performance metrics have values
above 93 %, especially, with recall reaching as high as 97.5 %. This translates to
a highly reliable fall detection system when the system is trained to the prevalent
environment conditions.
Then the performance of OFs for A,B and Lab,A+B as mentioned above
in Section 5.7.2 are tested. The results of these two scenarios are indicated in
Figure 5.5a as OF: A,B and OF: Lab,A+B respectively. As evident from the
figure, all the performance indication metrics degrade considerably to a range
between 55 % to 80 % for both the scenarios. This indicates that for OFs, the
system performs poorly in detecting falls after environment changes occur or if
the model is trained in a different environment.
5.7.2.2 Performance of Selected Features
To evaluate the performance of SFs, the same procedure as mentioned above
in Section 5.7.2.1 is followed. Figure 5.5b shows the average classification results
for SFs for the three scenarios, SF: A,A&B,B, SF: A,B, and (SF: Lab,A+B).
Average results indicate that SF: A,A&B,B performs only 3 % worse than OF:
A,A&B,B, yet, all metrics exceed 90 %. This is a clear indication that when
trained to the prevalent conditions, the difference in performance of SFs and OFs
is small. However, for the latter two scenarios, SF: A,B and SF: Lab,A+B, an
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improvement in accuracy, f1 score and recall for SFs is noticed. This indicates
that the SFs have especially improved the ability to detect falls of the system
albeit a decrease (12 %) in precision for SF: A,B from OF: A,B. Yet, all the
average performance metrics are closer to 80 % for SFs. More importantly, this
illustrates that the SFs have not only good performance when trained to the ex-
isting environment, they are resilient in fall detection when environment changes
occur or when the training is done in a completely different environment.
The reason for this behavior can be attributed to the type of features that were
selected, i.e., event duration, spectral entropy and fractal dimension. Typically,
an event duration of 2 s to 3 s is a unique characteristic of falls irrespective of the
environment. Spectral entropy and fractal dimension are normalized features, the
former quantifies the variations in the amplitudes in a specific frequency range
while the latter quantifies the roughness of the extreme frequency curve.
5.7.2.3 Robustness of Selected Features on each Environment
Average performance results indicate the general tendencies of the system, how-
ever, they do not yield insights into the impact on each environment. Here this
view is provided using only the selected features because they have the best per-
formance in all the conditions. In Figures 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6c and 5.6d the accuracy,
f1 score, precision and recall is compared of corridor, bedroom, kitchen, lab and
bathroom. First the results are shown for training and testing on the same data
sets of A (SF: A,A) and B (SF: B,B), then the results of training on data set A
and testing on the data set B (SF: A,B) are compared. Finally the results for
training on Lab data and testing on both A and B data sets (SF: Lab,A+B) are
compared.
The results for individual environments confirm the average results in Sec-
tion 5.7.2.2. Even though training and testing on the same data set performs
slightly better than the other two scenarios as expected, all the metrics perform
above 70 %, especially, the accuracy, f1 score, and precision are either above or
closer to 80 %. For recall, the lowest performance is ≈70 % in corridor and bath-
room data sets for SF: A,B. Generally, for corridor bedroom and bathroom, other
metrics also perform slightly lower than for kitchen. The reason is that for the















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.13: Performance comparison for falls and other activities in LoS and
nLoS links.
9m LoS, bedroom: 5m through wall and bathroom: 5m through wall vs kitchen:
4m LoS). The link in the bathroom penetrates two walls while the link in the
bedroom penetrates one wall. For falling positions that are far from the receiver
or the link, especially when the link is weak as in above three environments, high
frequencies/energies are not effectively captured from an activity. Additionally,
when a fall or a similar activity e.g. sit down is closer to the link or the re-
ceiver, the amplitudes in high frequencies increase, causing an adverse effect on
distinguishing falls from other activities.
5.7.3 Impact of the Link type and the Person who does
the Activities
Next, the results of all the environments were divided according to the link type,
LoS and non-LoS links. The results are shown in Figure 5.13. According to the
results, the difference between the system’s performance for LoS and non-LoS
links is quite low. Recall of the LoS links is slightly higher than in non LoS links,
however, precision is slightly lower than the latter. This indicates that in LoS
links, detection of falls is slightly better than in non LoS links and at the same
time, they produce more false positives. This is expected behavior as LoS links
are more stronger, they can detect more falls. The accuracy is slightly lower in
LoS links because there are more ADLs than falls in the testing set, generating
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r: 1,1 p: 1,1
r: 1,1 p: 1,2
r: 1,2 p: 1,1
r: 1,2 p: 1,2
Figure 5.14: Performance comparison for training and testing in the same room
for the same person (r:1,1 p:1,1), two different rooms but same person (r:1,2
p:1,1), same room but different persons (r:1,1 p:1,2), and two different rooms
each having a different person (r:1,2 p:1,2).
more false positives.
Recall that three persons (p1, p2 & p3) were used to train the system. Here,
how much of an impact each person’s body type and unique falling characteristics
would have on the overall performance of the system is analyzed. First, FallDeFi
was trained and tested on for falls and other activities data collected from
a) same room, same person (r:1,1 p:1,1)
b) trained on one room and tested on another, same person (r:1,2 p:1,1),
c) same room, trained on one person and tested on another (r:1,1 p:1,2),
d) trained for a person in one room and tested on another person in a different
room (r:1,2 p:1,2).
The results are illustrated in Figure 5.14 and as expected, they indicate that
training and testing for the same person yields higher performance than training
on one person and testing on another person. However, the accuracy of r:1,2 p:
1,1 is closer to r: 1,1 p: 1,1 indicating the effect of environment is not adversely
affecting the system. The lowest performance is yielded for r:1,2 p1:2 where both
the person and the environment change from the training phase to the testing
phase (the accuracy is ≈10% lower than r:1,1 p:1,1). Therefore, this indicates
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that more than the environment, the person the system is trained on has an
adverse impact on successful detection using the current set of features. This is
expected, because different physiques and different behavioral patterns of people
create time-frequency signatures unique to each person.
5.7.4 Comparison of FallDeFi with CARM and RTFall
The performance of the approach using SFs is compared with two other state
of the art CSI-based schemes CARM [26], an activity recognition scheme and
RTFall [100], a fall detection system. CARM was selected because FallDeFi is
inspired by the signal processing techniques used in CARM and it is the most
comparable activity recognition scheme to FallDeFi. Even though there are two
other CSI-based fall detection schemes in the literature, RT-Fall was selected
specifically because it builds upon the features used by those approaches.
5.7.4.1 Implementation of CARM
The features of CARM are extracted from 12 frequency levels and the extracted
features are
a) The energy in each level representing the movement intensity in each speed
range.
b) Differences in the energy of each level between consecutive 200 ms intervals
representing the rate of change of the energy for each activity.
c) Estimated torso and leg speeds using the percentile method [79].
Altogether 27 features were collected. The feature space of CARM is mod-
elled using a Gaussian mixture model and the state space using a HMM. For
fair comparison with FallDeFi, the event detection method of FallDeFi is used to
detect events. Two HMMs are trained for falls and non-falls for binary classifica-
tion. Following notation is adapted to indicate the complete parameter set of the
HMM model: a) hidden (unobserved) states S = {beforefall, fall, afterfall},
correspond to three different behaviors of a human activity ; b) initial state prob-
abilities pi; c) observations O = {o1 . . . o27}, correspond to the features used to
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characterize the interference d) state transition probability matrix A, models the
evolution of the activity states as transitions among the set of unobserved states;
e) observation probability matrix B.
The defining parameters of the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are the num-
ber of components (M) and three matrices: mixture component weights (W ),
component means (µ) and covariances (Σ). The former is a stochastic matrix
which determines the weight at which each Gaussian component should model
data, and µ and Σ define the mean and the covariance of each component. In
the current approach 7 GMM models were selected through cross validation. The
choice of the number of components (M) affects the estimation accuracy. More-
over, each component (M) has (Q) dimensions given by the number of features
used to characterize the distributions.
The mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ of the Gaussian mixture, state
probabilities and transition probabilities of A and B of the HMMs are initialized
as mentioned in [26]. To guess the initial values of A and B, CARM divides the
sequence of feature vectors from each activity in the training set equally among
the states and then calculates the initial values for the mean vector and covariance
matrix of each state using the feature vectors assigned to that state. To estimate
mean vector and covariance matrix corresponding to each state and the transition
probabilities for the HMM, CARM uses the Baum-Welch algorithm.
In addition, the training data used for the HMM is labeled as before fall, fall
and after fall through visual inspection. In this approach, two HMM models are
used, one for falls and one for non-falls. Once the parameters are computed and
set, the model is trained. The matrices (i.e. W , µ, Σ), of the GMM model
were estimated using the EM algorithm. A diagonal covariance matrix Σ, the
most used in the literature was adopted, requiring less samples for training, and
approximating full covariance using a linear combination of diagonal covariances.
5.7.4.2 Implementation of RTFall
RT-Fall is implemented exactly as described in the literature using CSI phase
difference from two antennas to extract features. The extracted features of RT-
Fall from CSI phase difference of a subcarrier are as follows.
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a) the normalized standard deviation,
b) the median absolute deviation,
c) the offset of signal strength,
d) Interquartile Range (IR),
e) signal entropy,
f) the rate of change of the signal - computed as the first order derivative
which is an indicator of how fast the signal is changed due to an activity
g) the TimeLag - defines the time delay of the state transition between the
band-pass filtered and the raw phase difference


















where t1 is the time at finishing point. f1 and f2 refer to the frequency
range from [0,50Hz]. et,f is the power of frequency f at time t. ωf is the
weight at frequency f.
The CSI packet transmission rate is set to 100 pkts/s which is achieved by down-
sampling the 1000 pkt/s rate. The band-pass filter had a range of 5 Hz to 10 Hz.
As the feature, time lag relies on RTFall’s event detection method, it was also
implemented. SVM was used for binary classification and the two thresholds for
event detection were determined from 5-fold cross validation.
5.7.4.3 Results Comparison
In Table 5.7, the average performance of FallDeFi, CARM and RT-Fall when the
systems are trained for the same data set and tested on the same (A,A&B,B)
is first compared. Then a separate model for each environment in data set A is
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trained and tested for each model for the corresponding environment in data set
B (A,B). In this comparison, whether the three schemes are resilient to changes
that occur over time in the same environment is tested since the data in group
B were collected several days after group A’s data. Then a model is trained for
the Lab data set and tested for both the data sets A and B in corridor, bedroom,
kitchen and bathroom (Lab,A+B). Here, it is compared among the three schemes
whether a model can be trained in a completely different environment and still
be applied to other environments to eliminate the need for training each time a
new system is deployed.
The performances are measured using accuracy, F1 score, precision, recall/true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). Recall/TPR characterizes the





characterizes the false alarms at zero-fault level. These metrics are average values
for a total of 326 falls and 744 non-falls.
In Table 5.7 these values are compared with the state of the art. For training
and testing in the same environment, results show that the accuracy of FallDeFi is
11% better than CARM and 8% better than RTFall, the TPR is 14% better than
CARM and 9% better than RTFall and the FPR is 10% less than CARM and 15%
less than RTFall. FallDeFi is also more robust across different environments than
CARM and RTFall as indicated by the A,B and Lab,A+B results. A notable
trend among the three systems is that they all perform better when tested in
the environments they are trained in. RTFall suffers the most, with 20% and
30% decrease in accuracy in A,B and Lab, A+B respectively. FallDeFi fairs the
best among the three schemes, with just 8% decrease in accuracy in both A,B and
Lab, A+B. The reasons for this performance enhancement compared to other two
schemes can be attributed to the denoising technique and the resultant activation
of the 1st PC (1st PC contains the majority of information in the subcarriers) and
the rigorous feature selection procedure that was followed to extract environment
resilient features.
However, this performance comes at the price of computational time. The data
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in Table 5.8 illustrates this. FallDeFi takes twice the computational time (0.6s)
than RTFall (0.34s), especially due to feature extraction from the spectrogram.
These computation times are for 1 s of measured data. Therefore, the important
fact is that even with the added computation efforts, FallDeFi is still able to
produce results before the next second of data measurements, offering real-time
execution. Note that these performances are achieved in a laptop having an intel
Core i7 processor at 2.7 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
5.8 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter a fall detection system comprising of commodity WiFi devices is
presented. A novel methodology for time-frequency analysis of CSI for WiFi fall
detection including improved CSI preprocessing techniques is provided. Using
these techniques a high performance was obtained under transmission rates as
low as 600 pkts/s. A pre-screener was developed using the spectrogram and
was used for feature extraction. Through effective feature extraction in time-
frequency domains, falls can be detected and classified with low dependence on
the training environment. Above 93 % average accuracy can be achieved for a pre-
trained system while the average accuracy is closer to 80 % with changes in the
environment or when the system is trained in a different environment. An overall
TPR of 80 % and an FPR of 20 % is achieved when the system is trained in a
different environment. This translates to 2 in 10 falls are undiscovered and 2 in 10
non-falls are detected as falls. Additionally, it can be assumed that in situations
where falls occur at locations with low WiFi coverage or in weak links, the TPRs
further decrease (Fig. 5.6d). As the majority of events that occur during a day
in real life are non-falls, FPRs in excess of 20 % are still not adequate which may
result in annoying the users involved in daily activities. These two shortcomings
can be addressed using signal processing steps and performing further experiments
to see the effect of position of the fall. Currently, 5 access points are chosen for a
60 m2 area (Fig. 6.9a) and placed them in positions that were perceived to achieve
maximum coverage. Therefore, an assessment of the optimum position of WiFi
access points for a successful deployment in domestic environments is required.
These enhancements are planned to be addressed in the next chapter.
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5.8 Discussion and Conclusions
As mentioned in Section 5.6.3, a data rate of 1000 pkt/s, which is equivalent
to 800 kbps is used. As the results in Section 5.7.1.3 show, this can be further
reduced to 480 kbps without a degradation in accuracy. This amount of data rate
is easily achievable in existing WiFi networks, especially 802.11n devices without
degrading the network performance, when mixed with other services. However, it
is envisaged that this fall detection system can also be installed as an independent
system from existing home wireless networks as the cost of WiFi access points
and receiver cards is quite low compared to other ambient fall detection systems
such as Doppler radars.
Although CSI is available in all 802.11n compatible chipsets, it can be accessed
through software only in a limited number of chipset ranges with modified drivers
and firmware e.g. Intel 5300 and Atheros 9k series. However, this issue is not
just limited to this system. With the current expansion of research using CSI as
the signal strength descriptor, chipset manufacturers are expected to expose CSI
externally in a wider range of products.
As it is not possible to subject elderly people to simulate the falls, the data
were collected from young volunteers (aged between 27-30 years). This implies
that the system parameters require tuning for elderly that fall in real world situa-
tions. This issue is also common to all fall detection systems. Nonetheless, further
analysis is required for adaptation mechanisms of the system to such scenarios.
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Chapter 6
Enhancements to Fall Detection
In this chapter, FreeFall, a non-wearable fall detection scheme using CSI with
commercial WiFi devices is proposed. FreeFall is an extension of FallDeFi pre-
sented in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the main challenge faced in
FallDeFi is addressed which is improving the accuracy and reducing the false
alarm rate to facilitate real world deployment. Additional experiments are also
performed to identify the impact of external factors on detection accuracy other
than the WiFi signal such as fall position, link type and room size.
Therefore the main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as:
a) Segmentation of activities to extract representative features and fall related
feature extraction,
b) CSI amplitude sanitation to remove artifacts from CSI, and
c) analyzing the impact of fall position, the impact of access point position
and room size on the accuracy of fall detection.
The key research challenges addressed in FreeFall and the detailed contribu-
tions of this chapter are as follows.
a) In real life, a fall is not always an isolated event. A fall can be preceded
and/or followed by other human activities such as walking, standing up or
sitting down. Traditional fall detection/activity recognition systems initially
detect a human event through a motion detection method and then clas-
sify the activity in that event assuming a single activity occurs during the
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detected event duration. This can lead to misclassification because the ex-
tracted features contain information from a mixture of events. This problem
is addressed by first detecting the event, then segmenting the individual ac-
tivities in that event and finally identifying a possible fall in that event period.
Human velocity profiles are used to segment different activities and extract
features from these segmented activities.
The next challenge is how to segment the individual activities in an event.
The understanding of human motion is used to solve this. Each human
activity during an event period can be characterized by a series of increases
and a decreases in velocity due to acceleration and deceleration of the body.
A fall fits perfectly to the above description as it is characterized by a sudden
large increase in velocity due to gravitational force followed by a sudden
decrease due to the body hitting the ground. For segmenting a fall from other
activities, the transitions in velocity are captured using the local minima and
maxima in the velocity profiles.
New features are extracted from these segmented activities and feature selec-
tion is used to enhance the resilience to environment changes.
b) CSI amplitude and phase contain the Doppler shift, which is caused by human
body motion. Human activity recognition studies extract the change rate
of the signal propagation path length from CSI amplitudes through signal
processing. Change rate of the path length is a measure of the Doppler shift,
thus, it is also related to the velocity of human movement [26]. However,
CSI is still corrupted by other artifacts such as signal attenuation due to line
of sight movement, unwanted frequency shifts from different body parts and
other radio frequency interference. In this work these unwanted interferences
are eliminated from change rate of path length using a combination of in-band
noise filtering and a novel principal component selection algorithm is used to
remove the artifacts in low frequencies caused by multipath propagation, line
of sight attenuation and other interference terms. This helps to obtain precise
human velocity profiles from the spectrogram.
c) Experiments are carried out in three different environments to test robust-
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ness under different conditions and analyze the impact on fall detection from
falling position, distance from the link and the impact of the size of the
room. In all the experiments, commercial WiFi devices are used to extract
CSI as already mentioned in previous chapters. Further experiments are run
in five different environments in LoS and non LoS, through-wall, cluttered and
uncluttered conditions. Empirical results from over 300 falls using 3 human
subjects show that FreeFall has 94.7% average accuracy, 96.33% True Positive
Rate (TPR), and 5.63% False Positive Rate (FPR) when tested in the train-
ing environment. When the testing environment is different from where the
system was trained, FreeFall still achieves 92.98% average accuracy, 88.59%
TPR, and 6.14% FPR. This is an improvement of 16% in accuracy, 8.6%
improvement of TPR and 15.42% improvement of FPR compared to the next
best fall detection scheme. Compared to an accelerometer based fall detec-
tion system executed for the same set of falls, this system has a 2.6% decrease
in accuracy 4.03% decrease in TPR and 2.3% decrease in FPR.
6.1 Characterization of a Fall seen by WiFi
In this section, time-frequency behavior of a fall captured by CSI is analyzed.
Fig. 6.1a illustrates a fall where a volunteer falls on to a mattress. The figure
is divided into 5 zones from (a) to (e) depending on the motion pattern of the
human.
Zone (a) is the phase where ADLs occur. In the given example in Fig. 6.1a,
only low frequency activities (< 20Hz) can be observed in this zone. In zone
(b), a slight dip in energy can be seen which characterizes the transition from
one ADL to another through a silent period. (Same behavior can be observed
in other experiments that involve ADLs other than falls where transition from
one ADL to another generates a dip in energy due to low activity levels.) Zone
(c) characterizes the free falling stage where there is high amount of energy in
high frequencies due to acceleration of the body. The point of highest frequency
characterizes the impact point on the floor and in the experiments, the highest
frequency varies from 30Hz to 180Hz. The wide range for the highest frequency
depends on a number of factors, e.g. speed of the fall, distance of the fall from
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6.2 Isolation of a potential Fall from other Activities
the link and link type. The impact of these factors in fall detection accuracy is
shown in Section 6.5.1. In zone (d) a sudden drop in energy in high frequencies
can be seen due to the sudden deceleration of the body. At this point the person
sinks into the mattress and there could be minor movements in the body as the
person settles down on the mattress and in zone (e) the person is lying still.
Although Fig. 6.1a shows a pure fall, falls that occur during activities of daily
living do not necessarily follow the same pattern. As an example, a fall can occur
while walking due to slipping or tripping over an object. Additionally, the person
can recover from the fall and can also stand up. Fig. 6.1b characterizes such
a situation where there is movement corresponding to frequencies up to 50Hz
before and after a fall. Existing event detection schemes [14; 26; 86; 99; 100]
cannot localize the fall amid other activities, instead they detect a composite
event from the event detection method consisting of the fall and other ADLs and
extract features from the whole event. Section 6.2 explains how this problem is
overcome.
6.2 Isolation of a potential Fall from other Ac-
tivities
Isolation of one ADL from another is not a trivial task in the time-frequency
domain. As a naive approach, a fall can be isolated from ADLs setting a high
frequency as a threshold to detect energies in high frequency regions, but other
ADLs having similar patterns to falls such as sitting down quickly can cause false
alarms. Additionally, in movements such as where a person falls from a chair
may not produce high frequency components at all. As the person is falling from
a lower height when falling from a chair than standing, this can translate to a
low velocity event [131]. To address this issue, the knowledge on relative highs
and lows of energy levels during the transition from one activity to another in the
time frequency domain is used here. Note that in both Figures 6.1a and 6.1b the
transition from ADL to fall can be identified in zone (b) where there is a small
consolidation period characterized by low energies. This is due to deceleration of
the body from the previous ADL, momentary silence followed by an acceleration
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Figure 6.2: FreeFall system architecture. The novel contributions of FreeFall are
highlighed in green.
(fall). This is captured in the CSI by a variation of high-low-high in the signal
propagation path length (in time-frequency domain this is reflected as a transition
from high-low-high frequency components).
The variation of energy in the frequency components at a particular time can
be captured by a single metric, the velocity curve [26] which provides a measure of
the instantaneous frequency at a particular time and this velocity is proportional
to Doppler frequency (without the movement direction) at that moment. This
curve is used to segment the ADLs during transition periods.
6.3 FreeFall System Architecture
This section first explains how the raw CSI streams are processed to obtain an
informative spectrogram, followed by how the velocity profile from the spectro-
gram is extracted for segmenting the ADLs when an event is detected. This helps
to extract features representing the real fall and finally perform classification to
distinguish falls from ADLs. The complete system architecture is shown in Fig-
ure 6.2. Parts that are marked in green highlight where the specific contributions
of FreeFall are located.
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Algorithm 3: FreeFall, fall detection algorithm
input : CSIraw - CSI measurements of a tint second interval from
a× b antenna pairs
output: Fall detection
29 Initialization : Nˆth, PBCth ;
30 foreach antenna pair do
31 foreach subcarrier do
32 CSIinterp ← LinearInterpolate (CSIraw);
33 CSIwden ← WaveletDenoise (CSIinterp);
34 end
35 PCs ← PCA (CSIwden);
36 selected PCs ← SelectOptimumPCs (PCs);
37 foreach selected PC do
38 Sraw(n,k) ← ComputeSpectrogram (selected PC)
39 end
40 end
41 S(n, k) ← AverageAllSpectrograms (Sraw(n,k));
42 v(k) ← ConstructVelocityCurve (S(n, k));
43 PBC(n) ← ConstructPowerBurstCurve (S(n,k)) ;
44 if PBC > PBCth then // Fall-like event detection
45 peaks, troughs←DetectPeaksTroughs(v(k));
46 ADL ← SegmentADLs (v(k),troughs, S(n, k));
47 foreach ADL do
48 feature vector ← ExtractFeatures (PBC(n), S(n, k));
49 fall, nonfall ← RandomForest (trained model, feature
vector) // Classify falls and non-falls
50 if fall then
51 ADL ←Wait60sForADL();







6.3 FreeFall System Architecture
6.3.1 CSI Preprocessing
6.3.1.1 Signal strength interpolation
Due to weak links from non line of sight connections and wall penetration in
indoor environments, packet losses of ≈1% can occur in the worst case scenario
but in the majority of cases this is ≈0.1%. As mentioned in Section 5.3, to obtain
a fixed sample rate for all the data traces, linear interpolation is performed on
CSI amplitudes in all subcarriers. The packet transmission rate is set at 1000 Hz
which is well above the rate required for a fall detection (the Nyquist sampling
frequency of a fall is ≤ 360Hz at 5.2 GHz and even lower at 2.4 GHz), and then
interpolate signal strengths on individual subcarriers as a solution for the loss of
information due to packet loss.
6.3.1.2 Subcarrier de-noising
Since there is noise in CSI subcarriers in all the frequency bands where useful
information of a fall exists, FreeFall uses Discrete Wavelet Transform. Through
parameter optimization, DWT can be used to eliminate in-band noise, preserve
high frequency amplitudes and reduce distortions to the signal as already men-
tioned in Section 5.3.1. There are four parameters that must be initialized to
optimize the wavelet de-noising and this is explained in Section 6.4 under Param-
eter Initialization.
6.3.1.3 Subcarrier Decorrelation and Stream Selection
An antenna pair provides 30 streams of CSI from 30 subcarriers and they resem-
ble correlated movement when there is activity. Previous work used PCA as a
noise filtering and decorrelation technique and selected principal components that
represent the rate of change in signal propagation path length [26] due to body
movements. An addition to this method is provided here by suppressing the low
frequency energies embedded in principal components using a principal compo-
nent selection strategy such that high frequency amplitudes are pronounced.
CSI subcarrier amplitudes inherently have a high amount of energies in low
frequencies (< 20Hz) and their variations contribute to the majority of the vari-
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Figure 6.3: a) Average amplitude of a fall in different frequency bins normalized
to the amplitudes of 1 − 20Hz, b) Eigenvalues of the principal components of a
fall
ance in the signal. Low frequency variations are predominantly due to multi-
path effects, amplitude attenuation, irrelevant cross-terms, unwanted frequency
shift terms and time-variant power terms due to taking the conjugate complex
of H(t, fi) to eliminate the phase [102]. The high frequency elements in CSI are
caused by human motion and these elements have low amplitudes because the
corresponding signals are weak due to scattering off humans.
Once PCA is applied on subcarrier streams to reduce the dimensions in order
to capture change rate of the path length due to human movement, in the first
few principal components, it can be observed that the energies of low frequency
elements (1−20Hz) are higher compared to frequency elements beyond 1−20Hz.
As an example, Figure 6.3a illustrates the average relative amplitudes of a fall
at 8 different frequency levels (1− 20Hz, 21− 40Hz, 41− 60Hz, 61− 80Hz, 81−
100Hz, 101 − 120Hz, 121 − 140Hz, 141 − 160Hz) having a bin size of 20Hz for
three different spectrograms:
(i) spectrogram constructed by averaging the spectrograms of the middle
ranked principal components (5-25) ,
(ii) spectrogram constructed by averaging the spectrograms of the first five
principal components (1-5),
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(iii) spectrogram of a raw subcarrier.
Amplitudes in each frequency bin in the figure is constructed by averaging the
energy in the corresponding frequency range of the spectrogram. It is evident
from the figure that selecting the principal components in the middle ranks am-
plify the amplitudes of higher frequencies. Therefore, the high frequency elements
in CSI have a higher impact on the middle ranked principal components. Fig-
ure 6.4 illustrates how middle rank principal components help in constructing
a spectrogram having high amplitudes for high frequencies (6.4e) compared to
the spectrogram of a raw subcarrier (6.4a) or the spectrogram from the first five
principal components (6.4c).
Therefore in FreeFall, middle ranked principal components are selected to
construct the final spectrogram for feature extraction. The process of selecting
the middle ranked principal components is as follows. The middle rank princi-
pal components are selected based on their eigenvalues as eigenvalues represent
the variance of the signal in the respective principal component. As shown in
Fig. 6.3b, there are high amplitudes in the first seven eigenvalues, middle ranked
ones (8-23) have relatively similar amplitudes and a decay in the lower ranked ones
(24-30). Note that in Fig. 6.3b the eigenvalues are drawn in log scale, therefore,
in linear scale the amplitude spread is much higher than shown in the figure.
The difference in amplitudes in the first seven and the last seven eigenvalues
compared to the middle ones is exploited to isolate the middle rank eigenval-
ues. For this purpose, an outlier detection technique is used, i.e the interquartile
range [132]. All the principal components that correspond to eigenvalues less than
the 1st quartile and higher than 3rd quartile are treated as outliers and they are
eliminated. The remaining principal components are used for constructing the
spectrogram.
6.3.1.4 Spectrogram Processing
For feature extraction, each selected principal component is transformed into
the time-frequency domain using STFT and the average of the spectrograms to
construct a single spectrogram is computed. Among various time-frequency fea-
ture extraction methods, STFT spectrogram features have performed the best
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Figure 6.4: (a) Spectrogram of a single subcarrier, (b) Cross section of the spectro-
gram of the subcarrier at 4s, (c) Spectrogram of first 5 principal components, (d)
Cross section of the spectrogram of first 5 principal components 4s, (e) Spectro-
gram of middle ranked principal components, (f) Cross section of the spectrogram
of middle ranked principal components at 4s.
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in recent radar fall detection research [77], which motivates its use here. Finally
spectrogram thresholding is performed to isolate the ADL related time-frequency
amplitudes from noisy amplitudes. Threshold parameters are mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.4 under Parameter Initialization.
6.3.2 Event Detection from the Prescreener
Prior to extracting features for classifying a fall, FreeFall detects whether an
ADL has occurred. For this, a PBC is used which is implemented as explained in
Section 5.4.3. The PBC simply sums the energy between a predefined frequency
interval (fh and fl) in the spectrogram at time instant t and if the summation
exceeds the estimated noise energy sum within fh and fl, this can be considered as
an event. The noise energy is estimated from the maximum noise energy above
180Hz where no human induced time-frequency amplitudes exist. A human
induced event occurs typically within frequencies ranging from 5− 180Hz.
The PBC frequency levels are set as fl = 5Hz & fh = 25Hz to detect events
in frequency levels common to both falls and ADLs. A range of fl = 5Hz & fh =
25Hz is used because the purpose of the prescreener is to detect ADLs, not just
the falls, once the ADLs are detected, the features can be fed to the classifier to
properly distinguish falls. One might suggest that setting fh above 25Hz may
filter more ADLs, however, the highest frequency of a fall may vary in a wide range
(30Hz − 180Hz) depending on the speed or height of the fall. Therefore, such a
frequency range is chosen such that all the falls are available for classification.
6.3.3 Activity Segmentation
From the spectrogram, velocity profiles during a detected event are extracted
based on the percentile method [26] using the 95% percentile. The percentile
method provides an Instantaneous Frequency (IF) for a particular ADL at a given
time instant and it is correlated with the velocity of the body. The extracted IF
from the percentile method is merely a measure of combined speeds of different
body parts. This is, however, sufficient for segmenting the ADLs because falling
is a full body motion where the torso movement has a higher impact on the
instantaneous frequency of the spectrogram than other body parts.
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Figure 6.5: 6.5a) Frequency/velocity curve of middle ranked principal compo-
nents. 6.5b) Frequency/velocity curve of a denoised subcarrier.
Since the principal components are selected from PCA such that high fre-
quency elements have a higher impact in the spectrogram, the percentile method
yields higher instantaneous frequencies than from the raw subcarriers. Figure 6.4
further illustrates that the amplitude cross section of a spectrogram constructed
from this method has high amplitudes in higher frequencies than the cross section
from a spectrogram of a raw subcarrier. Figure 6.5 illustrates the velocity pro-
files extracted from this method and a raw subcarrier for 35 falls. At the highest
frequency, this has a maximum frequency difference of ≈30Hz compared to the
frequency profile extracted from the raw subcarrier.
Once an event is detected using the Power Burst Curve, the spectrogram is
segmented into multiple ADLs using the velocity curve. Figure 6.6 illustrates
the segmenting procedure. The velocity curve is smoothened using a local re-
gression method, i.e. the LOcally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS)
method [133] using a 1st degree polynomial model and smoothing parameter
f = 0.1 where 0 < f < 1 before detecting peaks and troughs.
The main idea behind LOWESS is that any function can be approximated in
a small neighborhood by a low-order polynomial. Smoothing parameter deter-
mines the size of the neighborhood required to fit a local polynomial. 1st degree
polynomial LOWESS is a weighted linear least squares fit of the points in the
local neighborhood for producing a smooth and accurate curve. The main reason
for selecting LOWESS smoothing is that it gives higher priority to local points,
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6.3 FreeFall System Architecture
therefore, the smoothed signal is not lagging the raw velocity curve. Smoothing
prevents detecting multiple peaks or troughs closer to each other (< 1s) due to
the coarse nature of the velocity curve.
Once the velocity curve is sanitized, peaks and troughs are detected in that
curve. As already mentioned in Section 6.2 an ADL is located between two
troughs. Based on this observation, the ADL can be isolated. Finally, features
are extracted from the isolated ADL from the spectrogram.
6.3.4 Feature Extraction
Here, only the features that correspond to the understanding of a fall to differen-
tiate from other ADLs are extracted. The velocity curve of CSI can be affected
by several external factors such as position of the person [102; 120], CSI signal
attenuation, and frequency components produced by different body parts, there-
fore the velocity curve for a single antenna pair may not provide the ground
truth velocity of a fall. Therefore, to increase the accuracy two types of features
(spectrogram related and velocity related) that are universal to all types of falls
are extracted. To select these two types of features, a sequential forward feature
selection algorithm [134] is used where the selection criterion is highest accuracy
when trained and tested on two data sets from two different environments. This
helps in selecting features that are resilient to changes in environments.
6.3.4.1 Spectrogram related features






S[n, k]log2(S[n, k]) (6.1)
where S[n, k] is the amplitude at time n and frequency k. This measures the
uniformity of the time frequency distribution and a higher value indicates the
energy in the spectrogram is uniformly distributed while a lower value indicates
the energy is concentrated in different regions. Therefore, spectral entropy
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helps to differentiate high randomness due to sudden falls from other ADLs.
The spectral entropy of the whole ADL is measured up to 180 Hz and also in
10 Hz frequency steps between 40 - 180 Hz.
 Spectral entropy before and after the peak point of the ADL: During a fall it
is noticable that there is power attenuation in CSI which is translated to high
energy in low frequency regions (5 - 20 Hz). After the impact on the floor this
attenuation diminishes as the subject is on the ground. Therefore the ADL is
separated into two parts from the peak point of the velocity curve and extract
spectral entropy for those two regions.






|S[n+ 1, k + q]− S[n, k]| (6.2)
This measures the change rate of spectral components in the spectrogram
within the ADL. As the fall event occurs suddenly, the spectral components
have a high rate of change.
6.3.4.2 Velocity related features
 Peak velocity of the ADL: The peak point of the velocity curve is measured
because it coincides with the velocity at the impact point of the body on the
floor. This is shown in Fig. 6.7b
 Velocity after 0.5 s, 1 and 1.5 s from peak velocity: Low values for these
velocities signify that the fall event has ended. This is further illustrated in
Figure 6.7b. Velocities at 0.5, 1 and 1.5 s from the highest velocity were selected
assuming a fall lasts between 2 - 3 s. Velocities before the peak velocity are not
extracted because a fall can be a continuation pattern of the previous ADL,
e.g. slipping while walking.
 Total displacement during the ADL: This is derived by integration of the
velocity curve during the detected interval of the ADL as shown in Fig. 6.7c.
This provides a measure of total distance the body traveled during the fall.
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 Peak to peak acceleration: As the body accelerates before hitting the ground
and there is a deceleration after hitting, the difference between the highest
acceleration and highest deceleration of the body is measured during the event.
This is shown in Fig 6.7d.
 Duration of the ADL: A fall typically lasts for 2 - 3 s, therefore, this feature is
important to distinguish falls from other longer or sudden events in time fre-
quency. Additionally the multiplication of ADL duration and the peak velocity
is derived.
6.3.5 Classification
Binary classification was selected to identify a fall from other ADLs because the
intended application only requires distinguishing a fall from another ADL, there-
fore, the selected features are specially suited for distinguishing a fall from an
ADL. High variance in classification accuracy can be observed as a consequence
of two reasons: a) low sample size of the data sets and b) class imbalance be-
tween falls and ADLs. As a solution for high variance in classification accuracy,
synthetic samples were generated from the data using SMOTE [130]. As the
classifier performance is dependent on the type of data, several classifiers (logis-
tic regression, naive Bayes, SVM and random forest) were compared and random
forest classifier was selected because it yielded a higher accuracy than logistic re-
gression and naive Bayes and the results were consistent than SVM when tested
on the same dataset multiple times. Unless otherwise mentioned, for training and
testing on the same dataset, each dataset is divided as 70% for training and 30 %
for testing.
Once the ADLs are classified as falls, to further reduce false alarms, FreeFall
waits for a 60 s duration before alerting the caregivers. The duration is selected
according to [64]. During this period, FreeFall observes whether another ADL
occurs using it’s prescreener. If the classifier detects a fall and within the next 60 s
the prescreener detects another ADL, FreeFall classifies it as a non-fall because




The hardware and software setup of FreeFall is implemented as mentioned in
Section 5.6.2.
6.4.1 Execution
The performance of FreeFall is evaluated with two types of data sets. (i) an
existing data set from FallDeFi (Dataset I ) which was collected in five different
environments (corridor, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, lab) each having a single
radio link. Figure 6.9 illustrates the experimental environments. (ii) a new data
set Dataset II collected in three environments (kitchen, break room and seminar
room) each having three radio links. Figure 6.10 illustrates the experimental
environments. Table 6.1 illustrates the differences in each environment and the
number of falls and ADLs conducted in them. The data in both data sets was
collected from falls and other activities carried out by three volunteers. During
the data collection period for each ADL, the transmitter sends 100 Byte packets
at a data rate of 800 kbps. Therefore, during each tint = 10s 10000 packets
are collected for each activity, corresponding to 30 × 10000 CSI values for each
antenna pair. All experiments are performed in the 5.2 GHz band because (i) it
has less radio frequency interference than in 2.4 GHz band and (ii) according to
Doppler equation, the frequency components in activities are higher than in the
2.4 GHz band.
6.4.2 Parameter Initialization
FreeFall depends on input parameters at four stages: wavelet de-noising, spec-
trogram processing, pre-screener and classification. De-noising and classification
parameters were selected once for all the environments while spectrogram process-
ing and pre-screener parameters change dynamically. The DWT-based denoising
strategy that was developed in FallDeFi is implemented in FreeFall as it is. The
parameter initialization in the denoising step is mentioned in Section 5.6.4.1.
The threshold Nˆth used for spectrogram segmentation is estimated from the













































































































































































































































































































































































events occur typically within frequencies 5 - 180 Hz [120], amplitudes beyond
180 Hz frequency can be assumed as noise. Since the pre-screener threshold
(PBCth) depends on this threshold, the event detection step is also impacted by
this value.
The number of trees in the classifier was set to 50. This choice was made
by measuring the out-of-bag classification error with increasing number of trees.
The minimum number of trees that corresponds to a minimum in classification
error was selected here. Minimum leaf size (number of observations in the last
node) was set to five to avoid over-fitting to a particular environment. The prior
probabilities of each class and the cost of misclassification of a fall were adjusted
to the ratio between the number of falls and non-falls in the training set in order
to yield a high penalty for misclassifying a fall.
6.4.3 Types of Activities
Falls and ADLs in both datasets were performed by three volunteers aged between
27-30 years old with different physiques. The conducted fall types included trip,
slip, lose consciousness and lose balance. These falls can occur in four different
directions with respect to the body: forward, backward, lateral or as on-position.
As each person may imitate the falls in a unique way, the above variations in falls
were considered to avoid over-fitting to a particular falling pattern of a single
person. As for ADLs, only the ones that can be easily mistaken as a fall are con-
sidered. These include standing up from a chair/floor, sitting down on chair/floor,
bending down and picking up an object, jumping, walking and pausing, no event
and opening or closing doors. In all environments the experiments were per-
formed, there was either only one volunteer in the area of interest or there were
two of them. During the latter scenario, when one person performs the scripted
ADLs, the other person is either motionless or performs regular activities. More
than two volunteers were not considered in the experiments because many falls





Note that the evaluation metrics used in this work are slightly different from the
metrics used in FallDeFi in Section 5.6.6. The metrics used in here are as follows:
Accuracy =
TP + TN










where TP = true positives, FP = false positives, TN = true negatives and FN
= false negatives. True positives are falls that are manually annotated and cor-
rectly detected by the classifier, false positives are non-falls that are detected as
falls, true negatives are non-falls that are correctly detected as non-falls and false
negatives are falls that are misclassified as non-falls. Ideally, accuracy and TPR
should be close to 100% and FPR should be close to 0%. The true positive rate
provides the fraction of falls that are correctly identified among actual falls. The
evaluation metrics used in Section 5.6.6 for are accuracy, f1 score, precision and
recall. Recall is exactly the same as true positive rate and f1 score is a derived
metric from precision and recall. Therefore, precision and false positive rate are
the main differences in the metrics used here. Precision measures the fraction of
correctly identified falls from all detected falls which together with accuracy is
an indirect measure of false alarms, while FPR identifies the fraction of relevant
non-falls among all the detected non-falls, therefore it is a direct measure of false
alarms.
6.5 Results
In this section a performance analysis of FreeFall is provided using the collected
data. Dataset II is used to study how a fall is impacted by different access points,
both from the perspective of the location of the fall and the access point location
as well as the length of the radio link. This provides an indication on access
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point locations in order to detect the falls effectively, this is discussed in detail
in Section 6.5.1. Dataset I is used to evaluate the robustness of FreeFall in four
different environments in LoS, non LoS, cluttered and through-wall conditions. It
is also evaluated how FreeFall adjusts to changes in the environment and finally
the approach is compared with the state of the art under the same conditions.
6.5.1 Performance depending on Room Size, Access Point
Placement and Location of the Fall
Figure 6.10 illustrates the locations in kitchen, break room and seminar room
where the falls for Dataset II took place. A mattress is placed in the numbered
positions and performed 10 falls were performed in each location. As shown
in Table 6.1, a total of 50, 100 and 120 falls were performed in the respective
environments and those falls were captured by three links (AP0-AP1, AP0-AP2
and AP0-AP3) in each room. Note that AP0 acts only as the transmitter and
























































































































































































Figure 6.10: The floor plans of each environment in Dataset II. Each environment
has 4 access points, one transmitter and three receivers. The experiment positions
are numbered.
Event detection and fall detection results of the three links in each environ-
ment are shown in Table 6.2. These two results are separately reported in order
to analyze the performance of both pre-screener and the fall detection system
individually. The pre-screener results indicate the percentage of falls correctly
identified as an event out of the total number of actual falls performed. Accu-
racy, TPR and FPR are the metrics for the performance of the fall detection
system. As the number of ADLs is higher than the number of falls in each room,
the FPRs have a higher impact on the accuracy. Out of the three rooms, all the
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three links in the kitchen have accuracies and TPRs over 90%, i.e., accuracy of
92.31%, 96% and TPR of 99.44% and 91.11%, 97.96% and 98%. Comparatively,
the other two environments have only one link that has over 90% accuracy and
TPR, i.e. link AP0-AP3 in both break room and seminar room have accuracies
over 90%. This result is quite expected as the area size of the kitchen is ≈ 3.5
times smaller than the other two rooms and each link on its own has enough
coverage to detect falls in the entire area of the kitchen. Consequently, AP0-AP3
link in both the rooms has the highest coverage for falls because it lies in the
diagonal.
Link AP0-AP3 in all the three rooms has the best event detection (100%,
99% and 100%) and fall detection accuracy (99.44%, 95.58% and 94.75%) and
AP0-AP1 has the worst. One common characteristic of the best performing links
is that they are the longest in each room e.g. AP0-AP3 in the three rooms
is 4.5m, 8m and 10m long. When a link is lengthy, the coverage of the room
increases as the FFZ widens. This allows a wider coverage for the positions
where the experiments were performed and results in a higher detection of falls.
The opposite of this also holds as the shortest links (AP0-AP1) tend to have the
worst results, e.g. 92.31%, 85.89% and 88.53% accuracy in the kitchen, break
room and seminar room respectively.
The detection of falls is further analyzed here in individual positions compared
to the radio link. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the detection of events and falls in
each position of the three rooms. At position 4 in the kitchen, AP0-AP1, which
is the worst position for the worst link, has a 70% event detection and a 90% fall
detection accuracy which corresponds to only ≈ 63% of falls that are correctly
detected. In the break room, almost all positions for link AP0-AP1 are affected
except positions 1 and 7. The worst result is at positions 5 and 9 with ≈ 60%
fall detection accuracy. In the seminar room all positions, except the positions
closest to the link (positions 1, 2 and 3), are affected. One clear reason for this
behavior is the coverage of the FFZ. As an example, the semi-minor axis of the
FFZ having an elliptical coverage model [96] for link AP0-AP1 in the kitchen is
≈ 3m which does not reach position 4 and in the seminar room it is ≈ 3.5m,
which does not extend beyond position 3. In the break room, the line of sight





















































































































































































































side limits most of the fall detections on that side.
The above results indicate that room size, link length, the link’s position in
the room and the position of the fall relative to the link all have an impact on the
overall fall detection accuracy of FreeFall. It is also evident that by improving the
WiFi coverage, especially the FFZ, better results can be obtained. Furthermore,
by optimizing the positions of the access points, the coverage can be improved.
As an example, for all three environments, the best performing links (AP0-AP3)
achieve ≥ 94.75% accuracy, ≥ 94.95% TPR and ≤ 6.65% FPR.
6.5.2 Robustness of the Features to Changes in Condi-
tions
Dataset I is used to evaluate how the extracted features perform when FreeFall
is trained with data from one environment and tested on another. The collected
fall and ADL data from Lab are used for training and the data from Corridor,
Bedrooms, Kitchen and Bathroom are used for testing. Note that Bedrooms have a
through wall link (single wall with decoupled and insulated plaster partition) and
Bathroom has a link penetrating two walls with plaster partitions. Other major
differences in the links and environments are shown in Table 6.1. When trained
and tested for the same environment, FreeFall achieves an average accuracy of
94.7%, TPR of 96.33% and FPR of 5.63%. When trained with Lab data and
then testing on data from other rooms yields a decrease of 1.82% in accuracy, 8%
decrease in TPR and 9% increase in FPRs. This implies that the classifier and
the extracted features in Section 6.3.4 are able to classify ≈ 8.9 out of 10 falls
(88.59% TPRs) on average even when the trained environment changes.
Average performance indicates only the general tendencies of the features
across all conditions when they are trained in the Lab and tested in other places.
Therefore, the robustness of the features are also analyzed among individual
environments and then the links are divided into LoS and non LoS. Table 6.3
illustrates those results. Kitchen, Bedroom and Bathroom have over 90% accuracy
and Corridor has 88.5%. Again, the FPRs has a higher impact on the accuracy
than TPRs because the number of ADLs are greater than twice the number of























































































































































































































and the worst performance is in the Corridor (79.54%). The Corridor being a
narrow passage having a width of 1.1m and the access points placed 1m above
the ground tends to deteriorate the detection performance due to shadowing of
the line of sight.
In Table 6.3 the comparison is across LoS and non LoS conditions. Corridor
and Kitchen are grouped into LoS and Bedroom and Bathroom are grouped into
nLoS. The average results in the table indicate that the non LoS conditions have
lesser false alarms than LoS as FPRs are < 6.43%. The TPRs are > 3%, in
LoS indicating a better detection of falls. As the FPRs have a higher impact on
the accuracy than TPRs, due to high number of ADLs than falls, the average
accuracy in nLoS is higher than in LoS. Recall that FreeFall is trained using
features extracted from Lab environment for these results. Lab being a nLoS
environment seems to produce more false positives and true positives for the LoS
conditions than non LoS.
6.5.3 Comparison with the State of the Art
Table 6.4 compares the performance of FreeFall with three other systems us-
ing Dataset I, FallDeFi presented in Chapter 5, CARM [26], a CSI-based activity
recognition scheme, and RTFall [100], a fall detection scheme using the CSI phase.
As already mentioned in Section 5.7.4 CARM was selected because FallDeFi is
inspired by the signal processing techniques used in CARM and it is the most
comparable activity recognition scheme to FallDeFi in literature. Even though
there are two other CSI-based fall detection schemes in the literature, RT-Fall
was selected specifically because it builds upon the features used by those two
approaches. Comparison results are shown in Table 6.4, FreeFall has the highest
accuracy, TPRs and the lowest FPRs when it is deployed in the trained environ-
ment as well as when environment conditions change. FreeFall has an increase of
6.12% in accuracy, 2.12% increase in TPRs and 62.33% decrease in FPRs com-
pared to FallDeFi, the next best system when trained and tested in the same
environment. When the trained environment is different from the tested, the im-
provement in accuracy is 16% and TPR is 8.6%. The most notable improvement
is the decrease of FPR by 71.52%. The main differences in FreeFall from FallDeFi
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that contributed to the improvements in TPRs and accuracy are the activity seg-
mentation to identify the boundaries between two ADLs, amplitude sanitation
and the additional features. Specially, the 30 s waiting period for another ADL
to occur helped in reducing the FPR significantly.
6.5.4 Comparison with Accelerometer based Fall Detec-
tion
Finally, a state of the art accelerometer based fall detection scheme [63] compares
results of Kitchen and Break room of Dataset II. For experiments, an accelerome-
ter (Bosch, maximum range: 39.227 ms−2, resolution: 0.002 ms−2, sampling rate:
200 Hz) in a smartphone is used. Raw accelerometer data were collected from the
smartphone and signal processing steps are implemented as published extracting
features from the accelerometer only which was worn at the waist (attached to
the belt). Once the accelerometer readings are acquired for a particular activity,
they are downsampled from 200 samples/s to 50 samples/s. Then a 2nd order
Butterworth filter with passband 0.15 - 15 Hz removes noise and reduces the drift.
Since the accelerometer readings are provided in three axes, the resultant root








where ax, ay and az are the accelerations along x, y and z axes. Then the following
features of the RSS vector are extracted:
a) Upper Peak Value (UPV) - the maximum value from the RSS signal,
b) Lower Peak Value (LPV) - the minimum value window of 2 s before the
UPV,
c) Lead-time window between the LPV to the UPV,
d) Maximum waist segment posture angle max(θ(t)), where θ(t)
θ(t) = cos−1(
~a(t)× ~g






























































































































































































































































































































































6.6 Discussion and Conclusion
, ~a(t) is the accelerometer output vector at time t and ~g is the reference
gravity vector.
e) Fall angle time - time at which the maximum waist segment posture angle
occurs from UPV in a 3 s window
f) Maximum vertical acceleration - max(RSSI(t)− g),




h) Maximum vertical displacement - max(
∫∫
t
RSSI(t)− g dt dt)
Once the features are extracted from the detected events, the random forest
classifier is used with 50 trees, prior probability and cost of misclassification of
[1, 0.8] for falls and non-falls. From the ADLs classified in those two environ-
ments, a 100% accuracy and TPRs and 0% FPRs are obtained. For the same
environments FreeFall obtained an average accuracy of 97.4% TPR of 95.97%
and FPR of 2.3%.
6.6 Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter presented several enhancements to the fall detection system devel-
oped in Chapter 5 that include amplitude sanitation and principal component
selection for spectrogram construction and processing, activity segmentation for
meaningful feature extraction and more importantly improved the accuracy and
drastically reduced the FPRs by extraction of novel features. Moreover, it was
shown that the extracted features are resilient to changes in environments. Fur-
ther experiments were performed to identify the influence of fall position, access
point position and room size on fall detection accuracy. Through the hardware
implementation, experimentation and evaluation in multiple environments, it is
shown that the fall detection system performs better than existing CSI-based fall
detection systems. A 94.7% average accuracy is achieved for a system trained
and tested in the same environment while the average accuracy is closer to 93%
when tested in a completely different environment.
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FreeFall has a dramatic improvement on the current state of the art, yet, the
system is a research prototype and requires further analysis and improvements
before it can finally be deployed in the real world to save the lives of elderly
people. As an example, Section 6.5.4 demonstrates that accelerometer based
fall detection is still more accurate than FreeFall. As the results show, specially
when the falls are away from the FFZ, depending on the link type, FreeFall may
fail to detect a fall. A wearable system like an accelerometer does not have
location dependent failures. However, forgetting to wear such a device is the
main drawback of using accelerometer based fall detection devices. Therefore, it
is envisaged that when using these two systems together, the drawbacks of both
systems can be minimized and achieve a far better accuracy.
One particular area where FreeFall requires improvement is increasing the ac-
curacy in confined places like corridors. As an example in Table 6.3 Corridor has
the lowest accuracy which is 88.5%. The reason can be conjectured as the shad-
owing effect that causes the accuracy drop. However, further experimentation is
required in such places, as an example, by varying heights of the transceivers to
identify the optimum height.
Another area that requires further attention is the experimentation on falls
that occur in low heights and low speeds, e.g. falling from a chair. These types of
falls may not be as life threatening as falls that create high impact on the floor,
however, the system should be fine tuned to detect and classify such events in
situations where the human subjects require external assistance.
Fall data was collected from volunteers aged between 27-30 years as it is
not really possible to subject elderly people to large number of falls in order to
gather the required experimental data. This most likely requires adaptation of the
system parameters for elderly people that fall in real world situations. It requires
further analysis on adaptation mechanisms of the system to such scenarios. As an
example classifier prior probabilities and costs can be tuned to be more sensitive to
falls and ADLs having slow or fast movements depending on the human subject’s
character.
In the current implementation of FreeFall, when a fall is detected, it is consid-
ered a non-fall if an ADL is detected within 30 s. This can be further improved
by classifying what type of ADL is detected after the fall in order for the system
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to make better decisions on informing the caregivers. Additionally, the system
can incorporate a push button as assistance to the human subjects if they require
help of outside once they get up after a fall.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
This thesis presented research on a device-free, low cost, indoor fall detection sys-
tem using existing WiFi infrastructure. As main takeaways, this thesis provided
state of the art signal processing methods, toolchains and features for human
presence detection, event detection and fall detection using WiFi CSI. Detecting
binary occupancy in the observation environment is performed before detecting
falls. Once the human presence is detected, the fall detection system first detects
human induced events, segments those events into human activities and infers
falls from those activities. The developed modules, signal processing methods
and features in this work for the mentioned functionalities can act as a stepping
stone for future researchers working towards developing research modules and
applications for industry needs in fall detection, using commercial-off-the-shelf
WiFi components. In future fall detection applications, miniaturisation and the
low-cost of commercial WiFi chips can help to drive down deployment costs of
fall detection systems, which increases their chances of expansion in an area that
is impacted by reliability and cost over-run issues.
7.2 Research Contributions
This thesis provided three main contributions.
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a) Detecting binary occupancy or whether there is a person in the observation
environment is a precursor to detecting falls. As the first contribution
of this thesis, a novel time domain human presence detection scheme was
developed using a non-linear dimensionality reduction method through the
understanding of the behavior of CSI under human motion. Similar to
existing CSI based human presence detection schemes, this work performs
threshold-based detection using eigendecomposition. Unlike previous work
that uses linear techniques for this, the presented solution is derived through
exploiting correlations among subcarriers using a nonlinear method. The
system was implemented using commercial WiFi devices and experiments
were performed in real world environments.
b) The next step is the design and development of a novel fall detection sys-
tem which is called “FallDeFi” and this is a culmination of four different
contributions.
• A novel CSI noise filtering and dimensionality reduction approach to
facilitate feature extraction in high frequencies.
• Extract novel features in the time-frequency domain to detect falls
and a rigorous feature selection procedure to filter the features that
are resilient to changes in the deployed environment.
• Development of a novel time-frequency based pre-screener for event
detection prior to detecting falls and using its outputs, such as event
duration, as features in fall detection.
• Evaluation of the performance of the proposed system with real world
experiments using commodity hardware. The performance was eval-
uated through experiments using human subjects in four different
environments, having different link characteristics (LoS, none LoS,
through-wall) and up to two persons using the data collected from
commodity WiFi devices. The results demonstrate improvements in
accuracy compared to two state of the art fall detection systems.
c) Even though FallDeFi improves on the state of the art, the main challenge
of this system was identified as improving the accuracy and reducing the
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number of false alarms for real world deployment. Two main enhancements
to the fall detection architecture of FallDeFi were made to improve de-
tection performance. Further experiments were carried out to analyze the
performance of the system and the final system is called “FreeFall”. The
three main contributions of FreeFall are as follows.
• FallDeFi initially detects a human event through a prescreener and
then classifies the activity in that event assuming a single activity
occurs during the detected event duration. This can lead to misclas-
sification because the extracted features contain information from a
mixture of events. This problem is addressed by an activity segmen-
tation procedure that uses human velocity profiles.
A combination of in-band noise filtering and a novel principal com-
ponent selection algorithm removes the artifacts in low frequencies
caused by multipath propagation, line of sight attenuation and other
interference terms due to signal processing. This helps to obtain pre-
cise human velocity profiles from the spectrogram.
• Additional features were extracted from the segmented activities to
improve the accuracy and true positive rate and feature selection was
used to enhance resilience to environment changes.
• As the final contribution, experiments were carried out in three differ-
ent environments to analyze the impact on fall detection from falling
position, distance from link and the impact of the size of the room.
The performance of FreeFall is compared with FallDeFi and two other
state of the art fall detection systems and FreeFall achieved higher
accuracy, true positives rates and lower false positives rates compared
to the other three systems.
7.3 Future Research
Although the final system improves on the current state of the art, this neverthe-
less is a research prototype implementation and requires further improvements
before it can finally be deployed for the intended application of saving lives of
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elderly people. This work can be further enhanced by the fusion of location in-
formation of the targets. As mentioned in Section 5.7.2.3, the target position
has an impact on distinguishing falls that occur far away from the link. This is
also confirmed by radar based fall detection research [135], where occupant range
information has increased the detection of falls. Occupant range information can
be obtained from the same WiFi infrastructure used in FallDeFi and FreeFall in
a device-free manner [43; 44].
Falls can be further distinguished from other activities by capturing the move-
ment direction obtained through Doppler signatures [95]. For this, it requires
precise phase information of CSI with further refinement of the signal. Cur-
rently, the system uses only CSI amplitude measurements from one transceiver
pair dedicated to monitor falls in a particular area.
Prediction of the likelihood of a fall or the risk of falling of a human subject by
the quantification of his or her walking speed or gait velocity is another research
direction. Previous research has indicated that gait velocity of a person is an
important measure of falling risk [136]. It has been shown to be a risk factor for
disability, cognitive impairment, falls, and mortality [137]. In fact, gait velocity is
considered such a reliable and sensitive measure that it was recommended to be
the sixth vital sign [138] along with other vital signs such as body temperature,
pulse rate, respiration rate and blood pressure. Previous research has indicated
that WiFi signals can be used to measure human gait accurately [101; 139].
Therefore, by measuring the gait velocity of each person beforehand and continu-
ous monitoring for any abnormalities of walking during everyday life, this metric
can quantify the risk of falling and also influence the fall detection accuracy by
affecting the likelihood function of a fall for each person.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, by fusing WiFi and accelerometer based fall
detection, the drawbacks of the two systems can be mitigated. As the results
show, eQQ Q specially when the falls are away from the FFZ, depending on
the link type, FreeFall may fail to detect a fall. A wearable system like an
accelerometer does not have location dependent failures. However, forgetting
to wear such a device is the main drawback of accelerometers. Therefore, it
is envisaged that when using these two systems together, the drawbacks of both
systems can be minimized and achieve a far better accuracy. There is another line
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of research where floor vibrations measured by accelerometers or other vibration
sensors detect falls [16]. These devices operate in a smaller range than WiFi, yet,
they can be deployed in places where WiFi coverage is limited. This data can
be further fused to the existing WiFi measurements to reduce the dependence on
falling position and enhance the accuracy.
The ideal validation of this system’s performance would be a long-term deploy-
ment of a large WiFi network in a domestic environment in real time. However,
this type of implementation is beyond the available time and resources of this
PhD. This implies that the problems or weaknesses not identified from the cur-
rent implementation could be exposed by a long-term deployment, particularly in
reliability. Even though this work has potential to work in real time as mentioned
in Section 5.7.4, real time operation is yet to be implemented. This requires the
collection of CSI from WiFi transceivers and transferring them to a separate
server for signal processing. As ‘CSI Tool’ has been used throughout this work
for obtaining CSI, it has to be further developed to operate in real time. Another
important step is testing the system on environments where elderly people live,
however, it is not possible to subject elderly people to emulate the action of falls.
As current research using accelerometers has demonstrated, it requires a period
of 6 to 12 months to obtain a sufficient number of samples in such environments.
It is further required to analyze how the system performs in the 2.4 GHz band
where multiple wireless technologies coexist. Recent research has shown that
cross technology interference can impact the accuracy of an activity recognition
system [140]. Fall detection being subdomain of activity recognition, interference
could more likely impact the current system in this band.
Although CSI is used in all 802.11n compatible chipsets in the physical layer,
it can be accessed in upper layers only in a limited number of chipset types
through driver and firmware modifications e.g. Intel 5300 and Atheros 9k series.
However, this constraint is not just limited to FreeFall. With the expansion of
research that use CSI as a signal strength descriptor, the exposure of CSI in a
wide range of products can be expected.
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